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ABSTRACT

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is the gold-standard treatment for degenerative and 

arthritic knee diseases. TKA replaces the damaged knee articular surfaces with a prosthetic knee 

joint composed of a metal femoral component and polyethylene tibial insert. In 2013, 

approximately 650,000 primary TKA procedures were performed in the U.S., with approximately 

10% requiring revision surgery necessitated by the 10 -  15 years limited lifetime of the prosthetic 

knee joint. A major limiting factor to the longevity of a prosthetic knee joint is fatigue crack 

damage of the tibial insert. The objective of this work is to address the problem of fatigue crack 

damage through: (1) experimentally quantifying fatigue crack damage in polyethylene tibial 

inserts and (2) predicting fatigue crack damage through finite element modeling.

We have developed a novel subsurface fatigue crack damage measurement method based 

on specimen transillumination and used this method to measure fatigue crack damage in two 

tibial inserts. We have also developed a dynamic finite element simulation of the stress in the 

tibial insert under knee simulator wear test conditions, for an entire gait cycle. Two polyethylene 

material models, linear elastic and linear viscoelastic, were compared. It was observed that choice 

of material model has a substantial effect on the maximum von Mises stress. The location of 

maximum von Mises, principal, and shear stress in the tibial insert were compared to the 

experimentally measured fatigue crack damage to determine whether the simulation accurately 

predicts fatigue crack damage in the tibial insert. It was observed that the von Mises stress alone 

is a poor predictor of fatigue crack damage, while the locations of maximum tensile principal 

stress and shear stress correspond closely to the locations where fatigue crack damage occurred.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Significance and Motivation 

Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is the current gold-standard surgical treatment for 

degenerative [1-3] and rheumatologic knee diseases [2,3]. During a primary TKA the damaged 

joint surfaces of the knee are replaced with a prosthetic knee joint that replaces the function of the 

natural joint [2,3]. A prosthetic knee joint typically comprises a metal femoral component that is 

attached to the femur and articulates with a polyethylene tibial insert, which is constrained in a 

metal tibial plateau that is anchored in the tibia (see also section 1.2). When a prosthetic knee 

joint wears out, a revision TKA is performed to replace the original prosthetic knee joint with a 

new one. Approximately 650,000 primary TKA procedures and 63,000 revision TKA procedures 

are performed annually (2008 data) in the United States [4]. This represents more than $9 billion 

in annual health care cost [1]. The number of procedures per year has increased at a compound 

annual growth rate of approximately 8% [5]. This increased demand for prosthetic knee joints is 

driven by growth of the over-65 [6,7] and obese populations [1,7], both of which experience 

increased incidence of osteoarthritis compared to the general population [7]. Additionally, 

increased demand for prosthetic knee joints from younger, high-activity patients exists [1,7,8], 

who place high strain on their prosthetic knee joints compared to low-activity patients, and are 

more likely to require revision TKA [3,6,8-10].

The longevity of prosthetic knee joints extends typically between 10-15 years of use 

[11,12]. Longevity is oftentimes expressed as statistical survivorship, i.e., the fraction of a



population of implants that is still in use after a certain time. It is well documented that the 

statistical survivorship of prosthetic knee joints declines dramatically after 15 years of use [13

18]. Figure 1.1 shows the primary causes of prosthetic knee joint failure, which include aseptic 

loosening where bone tissue death from factors not related to infection leads to loosening at the 

implant-bone interface, instability, infection, polyethylene wear, arthrofibrosis (fibrous tissue 

growth in and around the joint), and malalignment [19]. Damage to the polyethylene component 

creates biologically active wear debris that may be absorbed in the bone tissue around the 

implant, which weakens the bone (osteolysis) and may over time result in aseptic loosening of the 

metal components [11,20,21]. It also results in accelerated deterioration of the prosthetic joint and 

may alter the prosthetic knee joint kinematics [22,23]. Failure of the metal components 

themselves is primarily due to malalignment during surgery and is much less common than 

failure of the metal component-bone interface by aseptic loosening [19]. Occasional failure of 

metal components due to fatigue fracture have been reported, but occurrence is also very low (0.5 

to 3.3% for femoral components [22,24-28] and for tibial plateaus [29]). Metal components may 

also experience corrosion, which impacts smooth joint operation and increases the likelihood of 

arthrofibrosis [30]. From Figure 1.1 we observe that polyethylene wear and aseptic loosening that 

results from polyethylene wear, contribute to approximately 40% of the total failure incidence 

[19,31]. Thus, wear of the polyethylene tibial insert is the main cause of prosthetic knee joint 

failure [3] and reducing wear of the tibial insert could substantially increase prosthetic knee joint 

longevity. Presently, prosthetic knee joints have an increased probability of failure after 15 years 

of use, with statistical survivorship declining to between 95% [14] and 80% [13,14] after 15 years 

of use and to between 90% [14] and < 80% after 20 years of use [15]. The average TKA patient 

in the US is approximately 65 years of age [32] with a life expectancy of approximately 80 years

[33]. This means that the average patient has a significant likelihood of undergoing risky and 

costly revision surgery [34]. Patients who undergo TKA at less than 60 years of age experience 

an even higher risk of TKA failure [14], with 15 year survivorship ranging between

2
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Figure 1.1: Failure modes of prosthetic knee joints (Data obtained from [19]).

approximately 70% and 85% [16,34], Figure 1.2 shows the breakdown of TKA patient age 

ranges, illustrating the large portion (43%) of TKA patients who are under the age of 65. Note 

that TKA under the age of 44 is mostly related to trauma, rather than degenerative or 

rheumatologic diseases. As the fraction of TKA patients in the age cohort under 65 increases, the 

incidence of failure and revision surgery is also expected to rise [6], Revision surgery commonly 

results in additional bone loss, postoperative pain, activity restriction during the recovery period, 

and poses a risk of infection [5,35], In addition, revision surgery represents a significant 

healthcare cost, with an economic impact often exceeding that of the original TKA procedure [5], 

Presently, the incidence of revision for primary TKA is between 5% and 9% for all primary TKA 

procedures [36], The combined effects of an increasing number of primary TKA procedures per 

year and the predicted increase in the percentage of procedures that require
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18 to 44 years

Figure 1.2: Prosthetic knee joint recipients aged 18 and older, broken down by age range (Data
obtained from [1]).

revision means that revision surgery costs will grow more burdensome unless prosthetic knee 

longevity can be increased. Since polyethylene wear of the tibial insert is the main cause of 

prosthetic knee joint failure, this area represents the greatest potential for improving prosthetic 

knee joint longevity. The work described in this thesis addresses one specific mode of 

polyethylene wear (subsurface fatigue crack formation) by relating results from experimental 

wear testing of prosthetic knee joint components to simulated stresses in the same components.

1.2 Terminology

The purpose of TKA is to replace the damaged natural articular surfaces in the knee with 

artificial components, and restore the function of the damaged knee joint. In a healthy knee,
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articular cartilage covers the articulating surfaces of the knee joint [37]. These articulating 

surfaces include the three separate joints of the knee, which are the femoropatellar joint between 

the femur and patella and the two tibiofemoral joints (medial and lateral) between the condyles 

and menisci of the tibia and the condyles of the femur [37]. Although TKA typically involves all 

three joints, including replacement of the patellar, femoral, and tibial surfaces, the tibiofemoral 

joint is the primary joint of interest when looking at damage to the tibial insert of the prosthetic 

knee joint. Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of the anatomy of the human knee joint.

Articular cartilage covers the contacting surfaces of the tibiofemoral joint of the knee. 

The articulating surfaces include the medial and lateral condyles of the femur and the 

corresponding condyles and menisci of the tibia [37]. Articular cartilage consists of a thin (< 1 

mm to 7 mm) layer of smooth hyaline cartilage that covers the opposing bone surfaces [37,38]. 

This cartilage serves to cushion the joints [37], distribute load over the joint surfaces to reduce 

contact stresses [38] and to minimize friction between the articulating surfaces [38]. Figure 1.3 

also shows the medial and lateral menisci that cover the tibial condyles. The menisci are 

composed of fibrocartilage, a fibrous, highly compressible variety of cartilage, and serve to 

stabilize and cushion the tibiofemoral joint [37]. Figure 1.4 shows schematically a before and 

after view of the knee subject to TKA. Figure 1.4 A shows the natural knee joint, while Figure 1.4 

B shows the same knee joint after TKA.

The most common type of prosthetic knee joint consists of a metal femoral component, 

typically a cobalt chromium (CoCr) alloy, which articulates with a polyethylene component

[39,40]. Figure 1.5 shows these articulating surfaces. The polyethylene articulating surface is 

joined to the tibia either directly or via a tibial plate, which provides a metal backing for the 

polyethylene component [41]. The polyethylene component or its metal backing plate is secured 

to the tibia. This component-bone attachment is accomplished using bone cement fixation 

[42,43], bony ingrowth [43], and/or mechanical fixation such as screws or stems that extend into 

the surrounding bone [43].
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Lateral meniscus on 
lateral tibial condyle

Tibia

Medial meniscus on 
medial tibial condyle
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Patellar ligament 
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Lateral femoral 
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Medial femoral 
condyle
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Figure 1.3: Anatomy of the (right) knee with emphasis on the tibiofemoral joint.
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Figure 1.4: Left knee joint and the relevant anatomy (A) before and (B) after total knee
arthroplasty.

Femoral
component

Tibial insert with grooves on 
base for metal backing plate

Condyles of femoral 
component

Posterior stabilizing 
post

Condyles of tibial component

Figure 1.5: TKA components for a right knee. (A) Isometric view of components in anatomically 
neutral position, i.e., joint position assumed when standing with no flexion, hyperextension, or 

rotation of the knee. (B) Anterior view of components in position of femoral flexion and 
distraction to expose the articular surfaces.
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1.3 Knee Biomechanics 

The biomechanics of the prosthetic knee joint are important for describing the 

environment of kinetics and kinematics to which the prosthetic knee joint is exposed. Figure 1.6 

illustrates the six degrees of freedom at the tibiofemoral joint of the prosthetic knee [37,38], 

including 1) flexion-extension rotation, 2) internal-external rotation, 3) anterior-posterior 

translation, 4) medial-lateral translation, 5) varus-valgus rotation, and 6) compression-distraction 

translation. Figure 1.6 shows these degrees of freedom with senses of each degree of freedom 

oriented appropriately for a left prosthetic knee joint. During walking gait the tibiofemoral joint

Figure 1.6: Degrees of freedom of a (left) prosthetic knee joint. (A) Isometric view of the left 
prosthetic knee joint. The degree of freedom designations are as follows: A (anterior), P 
(posterior), M (medial), L (lateral), ER (external rotation), IR (internal rotation), EXT 

(extension), and FLEX (flexion). (B) Anterior view of the left prosthetic knee joint. The degree of 
freedom designations are as follows: DIST (distraction), COMP (compression), VAR (varus 

rotation of tibia), VAL (valgus rotation of tibia.)



of the knee moves primarily in flexion and extension [37]. Figure 1.7 shows a sagittal (side) view 

of the right leg during a full gait cycle from heel strike to heel strike. This sagittal view illustrates 

the flexion and extension of the knee joint during each phase of the gait cycle. Although flexion 

and extension are the most visible knee motions during gait, the true action of the knee is actually 

much more complex, involving motion in all six degrees of freedom [38].

The noticeable flexion and extension action that occurs during gait is accompanied by a 

small but significant internal-external rotation [38]. Specifically, the tibia rotates internally 

relative to the femur during flexion of the tibiofemoral joint and rotates externally relative to the 

femur during extension of the tibiofemoral joint [38]. This action occurs about the z-axis shown 

in Figure 1.6. In the stance phase of the gait cycle when the foot of the right leg is in contact with 

the ground, the majority of this rotation takes place as rotation of the femur since the rotation of 

the tibia is constrained by the planted foot [38]. The opposite occurs during the swing phase when 

the foot of the right leg is not planted [38]. In either case the internal-external rotation is 

described as tibial motion relative to the stationary femoral reference coordinate system of Figure 

1.6. This convention will be used in describing all motions other than flexion-extension, which is 

described as femoral motion in reference to the tibial coordinate system, from this point forward.

Flexion and extension at the tibiofemoral joint is also accompanied by relative anterior- 

posterior displacement of the condyles through a combination of rolling and sliding tibiofemoral 

contact [38]. The contact point between the femoral component and tibial insert moves posterior 

anterior (and vice versa) approximately 40% of the length of the tibial plateau, over the entire 

range of flexion and extension [38]. The amount of anterior-posterior displacement is typically 

greater for the lateral condyle than for the medial condyle [38] due to the internal-external 

rotation of the knee. Part of the anterior-posterior displacement of the contact point is due to a 

rolling contact motion created by the flexion-extension rotation, while the remainder is 

accomplished via anterior-posterior sliding contact. The specific amount of rolling and sliding is 

dependent on individual knee biomechanics and the degree of condylar congruency between the

9
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Figure 1.7: Walking gait cycle. Phases and percent of cycle refer to right leg (shaded).

tibial and femoral TKA components [44,45]. It is relevant to tibial insert damage because sliding 

contact tends to cause more severe wear than rolling contact [45],

Knee kinetics, or forces acting on the knee, also play an important role in the 

performance of prosthetic knee joints. During routine daily activities a knee joint will experience 

forces of up to seven times a person's bodyweight [45,46], The contact stress between the 

articulating surfaces is minimized through distribution of the forces over the highly congruous 

menisci and cartilage coatings of the articular surfaces [26], However, the contact area of the 

tibiofemoral joint decreases from approximately 765 - 1150 mm2 in a natural knee joint to 

approximately 80 -  300 mm2 in a prosthetic knee joint [47], which increases the contact stress in a 

prosthetic knee compared to in a natural knee joint.

Peak contact stresses in prosthetic knee joints have been calculated to range between 30 

and 60 MPa, exceeding the yield strengths of most polyethylene formulations, which are 

documented to range between 13 and 32 MPa [47], The specific forces acting at the knee will be 

discussed in Chapter 2.



1.4 Polyethylene Wear

The tibial insert is prone to the four basic wear mechanisms: 1) adhesive wear, 2) 

abrasive wear, 3) oxidative wear and 4) fatigue crack damage [30]. Adhesive wear is defined as 

wear in which material is transferred from the tibial insert surface to the femoral component [30]. 

During sliding contact, the polyethylene asperities deform plastically and create asperity 

junctions, or adhesions, between the tibial insert and the femoral component. The junction 

material is then pulled off of the tibial insert and adheres to the femoral component [48]. The 

transferred material may remain attached to the femoral component, detach as loose wear 

particles, or transfer back onto the tibial insert [49]. In abrasive wear, asperities on the femoral 

component cause plastic deformation of the tibial insert, creating grooves (ploughing) and 

removing polyethylene material [30,48,50]. This removed material can then create further 

abrasive damage via third-body wear [48]. Oxidative wear typically refers to the degradation of 

the polyethylene tibial insert as a result of oxygen bonding with free radicals. Fatigue wear 

involves periods of alternating loading and unloading, such as those occurring in the knee joint 

during gait, which may result in the formation of subsurface cracks that eventually lead to wear 

particles being formed [30]. It is this last wear mechanism that is of particular interest in this 

thesis.

Tibial inserts traditionally consist of ultra-high molecular weight polyethylene 

(UHMWPE) [51], which was introduced for use in orthopaedic implants in 1962 [52]. The 

introduction of cross-linked and highly cross-linked UHMWPE [53-55] has improved the 

adhesive and abrasive wear resistance of joint replacement components [55,56]. To create 

molecular cross-linking the UHMWPE is irradiated with gamma rays, which causes some of the 

bonds in the chain-like polymer molecules to break [51]. These broken bonds result in the 

formation of radicals, or highly reactive atoms and molecules with unpaired valence electrons. 

The two main types produced by UHMWPE irradiation with gamma rays are H radicals, where a 

carbon-hydrogen bond is broken on the side of a polymer molecule, and macroradicals, where a

11



polymer molecule is split into two or more separate molecules [51]. The radicals covalently bond 

to the radicals of adjacent polymer molecules to form the namesake cross-links [51]. In addition, 

radicals can also interact with oxygen to damage the UHMWPE molecules, which results in 

oxidation of the UHMWPE [51]. Cross-linking results in branched polymer molecules with high 

molecular weights and improved resistance to plastic deformation at the articulating surface 

[57,58]. This in turn reduces the material’s susceptibility to adhesive and abrasive wear [59,60].

However, several reports document that the fatigue resistance of cross-linked UHMWPE 

is reduced compared to noncross-linked UHMWPE [53,56,61-72]. This reduced fatigue 

resistance is especially critical in prosthetic knee joints due to the high cyclic stresses experienced 

in the knee joint during gait [56]. Most recently vitamin E-blended and cross-linked UHMWPE 

has been introduced in commercial prosthetic knee joints to reduce long-term oxidative damage 

to the tibial insert [73]. Oxidation reduces the fatigue resistance of UHMWPE through the 

destructive interaction between free radicals and the UHMWPE molecules [73], reducing tensile 

strength, ductility, and toughness [73,74]. Vitamin E, an antioxidant, neutralized free radicals, 

thereby reducing oxidation and deterioration of the fatigue resistance of the material [73,75].

1.5 Objective

Although the use of vitamin E has been found to reduce the fatigue resistance degradation 

occurring in cross-linked UHMWPE [73], fatigue wear remains a challenge to tibial insert 

longevity. The increased emphasis on fatigue cracking as a failure mechanism due to the 

development of cross-linked UHMWPE and fatigue crack wear’s potential for producing severe 

tibial insert damage highlights the importance of studying fatigue crack wear in UHMWPE tibial 

inserts. The work described in this thesis addresses the problem of fatigue crack wear by focus on 

quantification and prediction of fatigue cracking. Specifically, the objectives of this research are:

(1) quantification of fatigue crack damage in polyethylene tibial inserts and (2) development of a 

corresponding finite element model to predict fatigue crack damage.

12
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CHAPTER 2

KNEE SIMULATOR WEAR TESTING AND SUBSURFACE CRACK

MEASUREMENT

2.1 Background

2.1.1 Fatigue Wear Testing 

One of the most severe symptoms of fatigue wear in a prosthetic knee joint is fatigue 

cracking of the tibial insert. UHMWPE tibial inserts are particularly prone to fatigue crack 

damage [1-4] when compared to other UHMWPE prosthetic joint components such as acetabular 

liners [1,2]. Fatigue crack damage is defined as progressive and localized damage resulting from 

cyclic loading [2]. It initiates as microstructural changes of the material that progress into 

microscale cracks. These small cracks grow as a result of cyclic loading, eventually coalescing 

into macroscale cracks [3]. Stable growth of these macroscale cracks proceeds until structural 

instability or fracture occurs [2]. Fracture of the UHMWPE tibial insert in which a portion of the 

articulating surface separates from the bulk of the tibial insert is referred to as delamination [5]. 

The susceptibility of the tibial insert to fatigue crack damage stems from the limited congruency 

between the articulating surfaces of the different components of the prosthetic knee joint, which 

creates high contact stress directly beneath the surface of the tibial insert condyles. This, in 

combination with cyclic loading and sliding contact, induces high cyclic stress in the UHMWPE, 

which may lead to fracture [1,3].

Fatigue testing of UHMWPE formulations generally takes the form of standard specimen 

testing, such as cyclic stress or strain tests for stress or strain life and fatigue crack propagation



resistance [2] and fatigue punch testing [6]. These standardized tests can be used to determine the 

fatigue life of specific UHMWPE resins. Fatigue testing and fatigue crack propagation resistance 

testing can be performed with standard unnotched fatigue specimens and notched fracture 

specimens, respectively, under cyclic loading [2]. Fatigue punch testing consists of cyclic loading 

of an UHMWPE specimen in a small punch test apparatus until fracture occurs, to determine the 

crack propagation resistance [6]. Pin-on-disk wear testing is also used to examine the fatigue 

wear resistance of UHMWPE using a simplified approximation of the combined sliding and 

rolling contact that occurs in the prosthetic knee joint in vivo [7]. Results from these three 

standard fatigue tests can be used to compare fatigue resistance of different UHMWPE resins and 

treatments such as cross-linking with annealing [8] or vitamin E infusion [9] on fatigue crack 

propagation resistance. However, because these standard tests ignore the combination of loading 

and kinematic effects that occurs in vivo, more complex fatigue testing methods have been 

developed. One widely used, and highly complex, method is knee simulator testing [7]. This 

method is used to measure polyethylene wear of the tibial insert under simulated walking gait 

loads, kinematics, and knee joint synovial lubrication [7]. It considers the entire prosthetic knee 

joint as a system, incorporating the tibial insert, tibial plateau, and femoral component. Knee 

simulator experiments are most often run at 1 Hz frequency to mimic walking gait [10]. Hence, 

long duration knee simulator wear experiments covering several million cycles may take months 

to complete, and are very costly to run.

During walking gait the prosthetic knee is subject to active forces from the muscles 

acting across the knee joint, passive forces from the connective tissues that constrain knee 

movement, and ground reaction forces transferred through the leg [11]. In vivo knee loading is 

extremely complex due to the multiple muscles and connecting ligaments acting across the knee 

joint. The knee simulator simplifies this complex loading, applying resultant forces in the 

anterior-posterior and axial directions, and resultant torques in the internal-external and flexion- 

extension directions [7]. Figure 2.1 shows an anterior-lateral view of a prosthetic knee joint

20
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Left knee, anterior-lateral view

z

Figure 2.1: Anterior-lateral view of a left prosthetic knee joint with the directions of applied 
forces and torques marked with arrows. A = anterior, P = posterior, AX = axial, ERT = external 

rotation, IRT = internal rotation, EXT = extension, FLX = flexion.

implanted in a left knee. Figure 2.1 uses arrows to illustrate the four degrees of freedom in which 

force or displacement actuation is applied. These degrees of freedom are anterior-posterior (A and 

P), axial (AX), internal-external rotation (IR and ER), and flexion-extension (FLX and EXT) in 

relation to the left prosthetic knee joint. No displacement is allowed in the medial-lateral degree 

of freedom, and the varus-valgus degree of freedom is unconstrained. These two degrees of 

freedom receive no force or displacement actuation from the knee simulator.
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In most knee simulators the loading is applied through a combination of pneumatic or 

hydraulic actuators that mimic muscle actions, and springs that mimic connective tissue 

constraints [7]. The knee simulator mimics all polyethylene wear modes, and is not restricted to 

only simulating fatigue crack damage. Typically, adhesive and abrasive wear is measured by the 

change in mass of the UHMWPE tibial insert before and after the test [10]. Fatigue crack damage 

resistance is determined by attempting to detect and measure developing fatigue crack damage

[12], which is not a straightforward task.

2.1.2 Subsurface Fatigue Crack Damage Measurement in UHMWPE

Tibial Inserts

Several researchers have focused on examining and classifying tibial insert wear 

[1,2,4,5,13-17]. However, few satisfactory methods have been developed for measuring 

subsurface fatigue crack damage. The measurement of subsurface fatigue cracking in UHMWPE 

tibial inserts provides valuable information about the development of fatigue crack damage and 

allows comparison between fatigue crack damage for different prosthetic knee joints. Previous 

studies of subsurface cracking in UHMWPE tibial inserts have presented primarily qualitative 

results, failing to precisely measure the area of subsurface fatigue cracks [12,13,18,19]. Existing 

fatigue crack detection techniques include: 1) freeze fracturing and optical microscopy [18], 2) 

thin-slice microscopy [20], 3) scanning acoustic tomography (SAT) [21], 4) microscale computed 

tomography (Micro-CT) [22], and 5) optical microscopy using indirect illumination [13].

Freeze fracturing  and optical microscopy involves freeze fracturing fatigue crack 

specimens to allow optical microscopy examination of the fatigue crack surface. Optical 

microscopy is a common technique for measuring fatigue crack propagation in notched compact 

tensile specimens [23] and retrieved prosthetic joint components [18]. Figure 2.2 shows a 

compact tension specimen after fatigue crack development. Liquid nitrogen is applied to reduce 

the ductility of the tested material, allowing for brittle fracture of the crack ligament when force is
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Figure 2.2: Preparation of a fatigue crack specimen for microscopy using freeze fracturing of a
compact tension specimen.

applied to the ligament with a sharp instrument and mallet [24], Freeze fracturing is effective 

only for cracks that extend to the surface of the specimen, as the crack ligament must be visible 

for effective force application and fracturing. Additionally, this crack measurement technique is 

destructive, which is often undesirable when examining fatigue crack growth over time.

Thin-slice microscopy provides the ability to view subsurface crack profiles through the 

depth of the material via sectioning. Figure 2.3 shows a left tibial insert with a subsurface crack, 

the cutting plane along which thin slices are obtained, and one resulting slice as viewed under a 

light microscope. Thin-slice microscopy requires the tibial insert specimen to be sliced extremely 

thinly. Typically a microtome, a specialized cutting instrument for creating very thin slices of 

material, is used. For relatively soft material such as UHMWPE the specimen is first cooled with 

liquid nitrogen to limit deformation during slicing with the microtome [25], The sections are 

inspected via dark or light field microscopy. In dark field microscopy the specimen is illuminated 

through diffraction and cracks in the material are visible as contrasting nonilluminated areas [20], 

In light field microscopy the specimen partially blocks the transmitted light, while cracks are 

visible as fully lit areas [26], Thin-slice microscopy is superior to surface microscopy because it 

allows crack length measurement even if the crack has not propagated to the surface. However, 

this method is also destructive, and the possibility of creating crack artifacts during the slicing 

process exists.
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Figure 2.3: Thin-slice microscopy of a left knee tibial insert containing a subsurface crack.

Scanning acoustic tom ography (SAT) presents a nondestructive alternative to freeze 

fracturing and thin-slice microscopy for subsurface crack detection and measurement based on 

the use of high-frequency acoustic waves to map local differences in acoustic impedance in a 

specimen [27], Figure 2.4 shows the positioning of the SAT apparatus relative to an UHMWPE 

specimen in a water bath and a resulting processed image of the subsurface fatigue cracks. Figure

2.4 illustrates the SAT-technique, which works by transmitting acoustic waves into a specimen 

and creating an image of cracks within the specimen based on the attenuation and reflection of 

these waves. The transducer transmits acoustic waves into the specimen material, where they 

gradually attenuate as they pass through pristine, homogeneous portions of material, which are of 

constant acoustic impedance. A portion of the acoustic wave is reflected at the interface between 

regions of different acoustic impedance, as created by voids and cracks [27], thus allowing 

subsurface cracks to be detected and mapped [21], SAT can theoretically detect very small 

cracks, down to voids of 5 nm for air-filled gaps [28], However, the detectable crack size 

decreases with sample thickness and varies depending on the material and medium with which 

the void is filled, as well as the surface roughness of the sample. Practically, any void size smaller 

than the surface roughness features, such as the roughness produced by adhesive and abrasive 

wear, cannot be detected [28],
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Figure 2.4: SAT of an UHMWPE specimen in a water bath.

With SAT, subsurface cracking can be detected in a nondestructive manner and 

information about fatigue crack growth as a function of time during knee simulator testing can be 

obtained [9], However, due to the resolution constraints related to the surface roughness of the 

test specimen, the method generally provides low-resolution images and has not yet been 

successfully employed to quantify the size of subsurface cracks.

Microscale com puted-tom ography (micro-CT) is another technique for quantitative 

evaluation of subsurface cracking. The technique uses x-ray scanning of a specimen to obtain 

sequential thin slice images of the specimen. The information contained in the thin slice images is 

assembled into a 3D representation of the specimen. Figure 2.5 shows a specimen being scanned 

with x-rays, the resulting thin-slice images, and the final 3D specimen image. Micro-CT provides 

high-resolution (sub-1 (im to 100 |im) detection of cracks in three dimensions [29], enabling 

measurement of crack development even during initial small crack development [22], Because 

micro-CT is a 3D imaging technique, it allows measurement of cracks that have propagated into 

complex 3D shapes. This is particularly advantageous, because subsurface cracks do not 

necessarily follow any 2D plane inside the tibial insert. However, micro-CT represents a 

potentially costly procedure, making alternative subsurface crack measurement methods 

desirable.
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of micro-CT of a specimen showing scanning process and integration of 
thin slice images into a 3D image of the specimen.

Optical microscopy using indirect illumination allows low cost, nondestructive 

examination of surface damage and represents a less costly alternative to micro-CT when 3D 

measurements are unnecessary. This technique uses indirect illumination to enhance visualization 

of surface damage on a specimen during examination with an optical microscope. Figure 2.6 

shows a specimen lit at an oblique angle under a microscope camera and the resulting view of the 

highlights and shadows created by surface damage features. This method has been combined with 

image digitization to measure surface damage on UHMWPE tibial inserts [13], Harman et al. [13] 

evaluated the articular surfaces of eight retrieved UHMWPE tibial inserts at 10 to 30 times 

magnification to detect surface damage regions. Using their technique the regions that display 

superficial damage are then further magnified to between 30 and 174 times magnification under 

indirect illumination and digital images of the magnified regions are obtained. The damage 

regions in the digital images are traced following the method used in earlier work by Harman et 

al. to trace damage on the surface of articular cartilage [30], This tracing method is accurate 

within 1 mm for determining the damage area centroid and within 50 mm2 for measuring the 

damage area [13], No information about the depth of the surface damage is provided.
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Figure 2.6: Indirect illumination of a specimen surface and resulting view of damage.

The indirect illumination microscopy method has also been used to identify shallow 

cracks in UHMWPE acetabular liners [18], Indirect illumination creates enhanced visualization of 

features, such as a lack of plastic deformation at the feature edges, which distinguish cracks from 

shallow scratches. Identified cracks can then be more precisely examined via other methods, e.g., 

scanning electron microscopy [18], Indirect illumination provides good contrast visualization of 

surface features such as cracks, scratches, and pitting because light directed towards the test 

specimen under an oblique angle creates cast shadows and highlights adjacent to raised and 

indented surface areas [18], However, it is not effective at enhancing visualization of subsurface 

fatigue crack damage, due to the lack of raised or indented surface areas.

In this thesis we propose, develop and implement an alternative fatigue crack damage 

visualization and measurement method. This new method uses transillumination to enhance 

visualization of subsurface fatigue crack damage, and employs digital imaging and semi

automated area measurement to quantify the size of the detected subsurface cracks. This 

technique combines the desirable qualities of indirect illumination microscopy, such as cost- 

effectiveness and simplicity, with the ability to view and measure subsurface fatigue crack
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damage. This new method differs from previously used methods in its ability to measure 

subsurface fatigue crack damage nondestructively while using a simple and cost-effective bench- 

top set-up. Transillumination has been used previously for qualitative illustration of the existence 

of subsurface cracks [12], but has not been used for the purpose of measuring the size of 

subsurface cracks. Similarly, digital imaging and image processing have been employed in 

existing studies for measuring surface damage, but have been limited by reliance on hand-tracing 

of damage regions [13,19], subjective identification damage [31], and focus on surface damage 

measurement [19,31,32].

The fatigue crack damage measurement method employed in this work addresses these 

limitations, allowing precise and objective measurement of subsurface fatigue crack damage 

areas. Table 2.1 summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of each existing fatigue crack 

damage measurement method and identifies the advantages of the new transillumination method 

relative to each existing method.

2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Overview

We have experimentally mimicked the fatigue crack damage-inducing loading and 

kinematic conditions in a knee-simulator testing machine. The resulting subsurface fatigue crack 

damage in the tibial insert is quantified through our novel transillumination and image processing 

method. We hypothesize that the locations of subsurface fatigue cracking in the tibial insert 

correspond to the locations that experience the highest mechanical stress magnitudes throughout 

the knee simulator gait cycle.

To demonstrate the relationship between mechanical stress and subsurface cracking we 

have implemented a finite element method (FEM) simulation to model the local stress in the tibial 

insert during articulation with the femoral component through a full gait cycle. We then correlate 

the locations of maximum stress (model) to the locations of subsurface cracking (experiment).
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Table 2.1: Advantages and disadvantages of existing subsurface fatigue crack damage 
measurement methods and how the new transillumination method addresses each existing

method’s disadvantages.

Existing
subsurface
fatigue crack
damage
measurement
method

Main advantages Main disadvantages Advantages of the
transillumination
method

Thin-slice
microscopy

• Commonly used • Destructive

• Artifacts created 
through slicing 
process

• Nondestructive

SAT • Nondestructive • Unable to detect 
voids smaller than 
the scale of surface 
roughness

• Visibility of 
surface roughness 
is reduced 
through
transillumination

Micro-CT • Nondestructive

• High resolution

• Three
dimensional 
measurement

• May be cost 
prohibitive

• Low-cost

Visual methods, 
including optical 
microscopy 
using indirect 
illumination

• Nondestructive

• Relatively simple 
methods and 
equipment

• Primarily suitable 
for measurement 
of surface damage

• Hand-tracing 
introduces 
subjectivity and 
imprecision

• Eliminates 
subjectivity and 
imprecision 
associated with 
hand-tracing

• Optimized for 
subsurface, rather 
than surface, 
measurement



2.2.2 Knee Simulator Testing of the Tibial Inserts

2.2.2.1 Tibial Insert Properties

A tibial insert from a state-of-the-art, commercially available prosthetic knee joint is 

obtained from the manufacturer (manufacturer identity withheld to maintain testing 

confidentiality). Figure 2.7 shows the tibial insert after knee simulator testing, which caused 

visible subsurface fatigue crack damage. The insert is a posterior-stabilized/cruciate sacrificing 

type (identified by the large tab), size 1, and 7 mm thick. The tibial insert is left sided, i.e., for 

implantation in the left knee. The insert is machined from compression molded Ticona GUR 1050 

UHMWPE, and 25-40 kGy gamma irradiation sterilized in a vacuum followed by nitrogen flush 

packaging. The nitrogen flush packaging reduces the amount of oxygen available for free-radical 

production, preventing oxidative damage. The tibial insert was shelf aged for two weeks after 

sterilization prior to knee simulator testing in accordance with the standard accelerated aging 

procedure for gamma irradiated UHMWPE [33]. A slice has been removed for oxidation analysis.

2.2.2.2 Knee Simulator Test Protocol

The tibial insert is tested at the University of Nebraska Medical Center Orthopaedic 

Biomechanics Laboratory, Omaha, NE. using a 4-station modified Instron-Stanmore Model KC 

knee simulator (Instron Corp., Norwood, MA.) in accordance with International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) standard 14243-1 [10]. Knee simulators are costly and specific expertise

Anterior

Figure 2.7: Top view of tibial insert after knee simulator testing, showing a slice that was 
removed for oxidation testing and a fatigue crack damage zone.



is needed to obtain reliable and repeatable results. Figure 2.8 shows a left knee femoral 

component and tibial insert loaded in a single station of the knee simulator. Key components 

include the container for holding the bovine calf serum used to lubricate the prosthetic knee joint 

components, the pivot point for varus-valgus rotation, the load cells used to measure the applied 

forces and torques, the tibial insert enclosure, and the attachments for the femoral component and 

tibial insert of the prosthetic knee joint. Lubrication between the articulating surfaces of the 

prosthetic knee joint is provided by bovine calf serum diluted with deionized water to a protein 

mass concentration of 20 g/l, as prescribed in ISO standard 14243-1 [10]. Diluted calf serum 

mimics the properties of synovial fluid, which is the natural lubricant in the knee. Specimen 

mounting and alignment is performed in accordance with ISO 14243-1 [10].

Figure 2.9 shows the direction of the knee simulator axial, anterior-posterior, and 

internal-external force control and flexion-extension motion control. It also shows the passive 

spring element movement restraint in the anterior-posterior, and internal-external directions [10]. 

These force and motion directions follow the standard anatomical reference directions defined in 

Figure 1.6. The knee simulator does not allow any medial-lateral displacement, while varus- 

valgus rotation is unconstrained. The machine frame and the bovine serum container, as shown in 

Figure 2.7, are removed in Figure 2.8 for clarity. Figures 2.8 and 2.9 show the two pivot points 

through which the knee simulator transmits axial loading to the tibial insert. One pivot point is 

positioned at the anterior and one at the posterior of the tibial insert, both offset medially from the 

anterior-posterior midline of the tibial insert by a distance of 7% of the tibial insert width [10]. 

These pivots allow rotation in the varus-valgus direction, mimicking the slight varus-valgus angle 

changes that occur during in vivo gait. Recording the varus-valgus angle is not required during 

the knee simulator testing and was not reported in this case. The anterior-posterior force is 

applied to the tibial insert with respect to the tibial insert’s local anterior-posterior axis. This local 

anterior- posterior axis is defined as the axis that connects the anterior and posterior pivot points 

shown in Figure 2.9.
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Attachment for femoral 
component

Femoral component 
(posterior view)

Container for bovine 
calf serum

Tibial insert enclosure

Tibial insert 
(posterior view)

Attachment for tibial 
insert (metal tibial 
plateau)

Pivot point for varus- 
valgus rotation

Anterior-posterior 
buffer load cells

Figure 2.8: Left femoral component and tibial insert loaded for testing in a knee
simulator.
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Attachment for 
femoral 
component

Posterior pivot 
point for varus- 
valgus rotation

Left and right anterior-posterior 
buffer forces (springs) 
and load cells

Internal-external rotation 
buffer torques (springs) 
and load cells

Flexion-extension 
actuation

Femoral component

Tibial insert
Anterior pivot point for varus- 
valgus rotation (obscured)

Tibial insert attachment 
(metal tibial plateau)

Tibial insert enclosure

Left and right anterior-posterior 
forces (pneumatic actuators) 
and load cells

Internal-external rotation torques 
(pneumatic actuators) and load cells

Axial force (actuator) and load cell, 
universal joint at base allows rotation

Figure 2.9: Posterior-medial view of the force and motion control as it applies to the (left)
prosthetic knee joint.

A passive restraint, or buffer spring force, is applied in the same local anterior-posterior 

direction. The restraining force within ± 2.5 mm of the neutral position is zero, with an increase 

to 9.3 ± 0.5 N/mm outside of this range for a cruciate-sacrificing prosthetic knee joint. Figure 

2.10 shows the load (axial, anterior-posterior, and internal-external) and motion (flexion- 

extension) as a function of the fraction of the gait cycle prescribed by ISO standard 14243-1 [10], 

The loading includes both the pneumatically driven forces and torques and the forces and torques 

enforced by the passive movement restraint system. The movement restraint system mimics the
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Figure 2.10: Motion and force control curves as prescribed by ISO 14243-1 (Data obtained from
[10]).

soft tissues of the knee by using springs to resist the motion created by the pneumatically applied 

forces, as described in detail by Haider [7] and DesJardins et al. [34]. All pneumatically applied 

forces and displacements have a tolerance of ± 5% of the respective maximum value [10]. The 

internal-external torque acts about the tibial insert’s axial force axis, which is oriented along the 

axial force actuator in Figure 2.8, perpendicular to and intersecting the tibial insert’s anterior- 

posterior axis. A buffer torque also acts in the internal-external direction. This passive resistive 

torque is provided by buffer springs with a spring constant of zero at rotations of less than ± 6 

degrees and a spring constant of 0.13 ± 0.01 Nm/degree at > 6 degrees for the posterior cruciate

0

6

0
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ligament (PCL) sacrificing prosthetic knee joint tested in this work. Figure 2.11 shows the 

pneumatically created force and torque magnitudes specific to this testing as a function of gait 

cycle percentage and Figure 2.12 shows the test-specific buffer spring force and torque 

magnitudes for the same gait cycle.

Knee simulator testing is conducted at a frequency of 1 Hertz for 75,177 simulated gait 

cycles, when tibial insert polyethylene wear is evaluated. The gait cycle data, including prosthetic 

knee joint pneumatic and buffer spring loading data and kinematics data, are averaged over 19 

cycles from the final portion of the knee simulator wear testing to obtain a single representative 

gait cycle.
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Figure 2.11: Pneumatically applied forces and torques for the knee simulator testing described in
this work.
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0

This representative gait cycle is then used as the basis for applied loading and kinematics 

in the FEM model described in Section 3.2.3. The numerical values of the pneumatically applied 

flexion angle and knee simulator loading described in this section are given in Appendix A. The 

numerical values of the buffer forces in the internal-external and anterior-posterior directions are 

given in Appendix B. Knee simulator testing was aborted prior to the standard test duration of 5 

million cycles due to tibial insert fatigue crack damage.

2.2.3 Subsurface Fatigue Crack Damage Detection and Measurement 

Two fatigue crack damage evaluation and measurement specimens are used: (1) the wear 

tested tibial insert (tibial insert 1) described above, and (2) a retrieval tibial insert recovered 

surgically after in vivo use by a patient (tibial insert 2). Figure 2.13 shows tibial insert 2, the left- 

knee retrieval insert, with visible subsurface fatigue crack damage.

Tibial insert 2 is cruciate retaining (no large tab), size 4, and 14 mm thick. It has been 

manufactured and gamma irradiation sterilized following the same procedure used for tibial insert 

1. A slice has been removed for oxidation analysis. After knee simulator testing of tibial insert 1
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Figure 2.13: Top view of tibial insert 2 exhibiting visible subsurface fatigue crack damage.

Anterior Fatigue crack 
damage

and retrieval of tibial insert 2 the tibial inserts are prepared for fatigue crack damage evaluation 

and measurement. The inserts are cleaned with a soft cloth to remove any surface debris and are 

stored at -18° C to retard further oxidation. The fatigue crack damage area is quantified by 

measuring the regions of decreased light transmission, which are associated with fatigue crack 

damage to the UHMWPE, in photographic images of the transilluminated specimen. Figure 2.14 

shows light transmission through transilluminated fatigue crack damaged (Figure 2.14 A) and 

pristine (Figure 2.14 B) left knee tibial inserts. The fatigue crack damage appears as a darkened 

crescent on the medial condyle of the fatigue crack damaged tibial insert.

Figure 2.14: Light transmission through transilluminated left knee tibial inserts (A) with fatigue 
crack damage and (B) without fatigue crack damage.
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Figure 2.15 shows a schematic of the physical set-up for image capture and a schematic 

of the Matlab image processing steps for our novel subsurface fatigue crack damage measurement 

technique. Figure 2.15 A illustrates the image capture set-up. The tibial insert is backlit using a 

uniform light source created by a fiber optic illuminator (Fiber-Lite, Bausch & Lomb, USA) and 

diffusing screen (0.007 mm matte two-sided film, Inventables, USA). The tibial insert is secured 

in a vise and is surrounded with opaque plastic sheeting to prevent light from passing around the

B
Step 1: Wiener filter applied to remove 
noise from grayscale image

Step 2: Edges mapped using Canny 
algorithm resulting in black and white edge 
image (edges shown here in black for 
visibility, color scheme is inverted in actual 
process)

Grayscale image -  “cloud' 
represents fatigue crack

Black and white 
edge image

outer edge pixels 

Step 3: All but outer edge pixels suppressed

Step 4: Cubic spline is fitted to outer edge 
pixels to enclose fatigue crack damage

Figure 2.15: Image capture set-up and processing procedure. (A) Physical set-up for image 
capture and (B) schematic of the image processing in Matlab for fatigue crack damage area

measurement.
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sides of the tibial insert. Sheeting is also used to block ambient light from the entire setup 

between the fiber optic illuminator and the digital camera (Powershot ELPH 300 HS, Canon, 

USA). A scale bar with printed lines at 1 mm intervals is attached to the tibial insert flush with 

the photographed surface. In order to prevent dimensional distortion created by an oblique 

viewing angle the images are captured with the camera lens centered on and parallel to the 

backside surface of the tibial insert. The distance between the camera lens and tibial insert is 

adjusted to ensure that the fatigue crack damage is in focus.

Figure 2.15 B depicts the image-processing algorithm. The general processing steps are: 

1) remove noise from the image, 2) map the edges, including the edges created by fatigue crack 

damage, and distinguish between fatigue crack damage edges and edges caused by noise, 3) 

remove the inner edge pixels, leaving the fatigue crack damage region defined by the outermost 

fatigue crack damage edge pixels, and 4) fit a cubic spline to the remaining pixels to measure the 

fatigue crack damage region.

Figure 2.16 shows a step-by-step overview of the algorithm applied to a captured image. 

Transilluminated images are imported into Matlab, converted to grayscale, and filtered using the 

built-in Wiener filter (Figure 2.16 A). Next, edge detection is performed using the built-in Canny 

edge function, resulting in a black and white image of edge and non-edge pixels (Figure 2.16 B). 

The edge pixels are sorted into edge pixels caused by fatigue crack damage and nondamage edge 

pixels caused by image noise. The nondamage edge pixels are removed, leaving only the fatigue 

crack damage edge pixels (Figure 2.16 C). The inner edge pixels are then removed, leaving only 

the outermost edge pixels (Figure 2.16 D), which correspond to the outer edge of the fatigue 

crack damage. Figure 2.16 E shows the outer edge pixels superimposed on the original fatigue 

crack damage image for comparison. The outermost fatigue crack damage edge pixels are used as 

interpolation points for a piecewise cubic spline. Figure 2.16 F shows the cubic spline fit to the 

outer fatigue crack damage edge pixels. Once the cubic spline is created the area within the cubic 

spline, which approximates the area of the fatigue crack damage, can be calculated. Figure 2.16 G
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E Outer edge pixels
(dark grey) 

\
*

Fatigue crack
damage region

Non-damage
region

G Outer edge pixels
and spline (dark grey)

\
Fatigue crack 
damage region

Non-damage
region

Figure 2.16: Image processing and fatigue crack damage area measurement process. (A) The 
original image is converted to grayscale and filtered with a Wiener filter. (B) A Canny edge 

finding algorithm is used to find edges within the image. (C) The edge pixels identified by the 
Canny algorithm are sorted into true fatigue crack damage edges and nondamage edges. 

Nondamage edges are eliminated. (D) All but the outermost edge pixels are removed. (E) The 
outer edge image superimposed on the original fatigue crack damage image for comparison. (F) 
A cubic spline is fit to the outer fatigue crack damage pixels. (G) The cubic spline superimposed 

on the fatigue crack damage image. (H) View of the entire tibial insert with cubic spline 
superimposed, to scale and with the fatigue crack damage magnified (inset).
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shows the cubic spline superimposed on the original fatigue crack damage image. Figure 2.16 H 

shows the same cubic spline superimposed on an image of the entire tibial insert medial condyle 

to show the relative size and position of the cubic spline relative to the tibial insert condyle. A 

magnified inset shows a detailed view of the fatigue crack damage and superimposed cubic 

spline.

The W iener filter is applied to remove high frequency noise, which degrades the 

effectiveness of the edge detection algorithm, from the original captured images. Figure 2.16 A 

shows the grayscale image after the Wiener filter is applied. The Wiener filter is used because it 

is an adaptive low-pass filter designed to reduce high-frequency noise in grayscale images while 

retaining the quality of edges within the image [35]. Low-pass filters have the potential for 

reducing the quality of edges within the image due to the fact that an image edge represents a 

high-frequency change in the pixel value between adjacent pixels [36]. By adjusting the 

frequency threshold based on the frequency of pixel value variation in the local neighborhood of 

each pixel the Wiener filter algorithm adjusts the filter threshold and thus the amount of 

smoothing applied in the corresponding region [37]. By applying less smoothing in regions with 

high pixel value variance, such as the fatigue crack damage and outer edge regions of the tibial 

insert, and more smoothing in regions of low pixel value variance, such as the pristine portion of 

the tibial insert, the edges within the image are preserved and well-defined [37].

The Canny edge finding algorithm  detects edges in the filtered grayscale images in two 

steps. First, pixels that represent local maxima are found [38-40] and pixels not at local maxima 

are suppressed (set to a value of zero) [38,40]. Second, the algorithm examines the unsuppressed 

pixels and compares the local gradient at each remaining pixel to a set of two gradient thresholds

[39,40]. If pixel gradients do not reach or exceed the low threshold they are suppressed, while 

pixels with gradients that exceed the high threshold are identified as edges. Pixels with gradients 

between the two thresholds are suppressed unless they are adjacent to pixels with thresholds that 

exceed the high threshold [39,40]. The Canny algorithm edge detection function returns the pixel
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matrix in which edge pixels are white (value of 1) and non-edge pixels are black (value of 0) [38]. 

The Canny edge detection method is selected here because of its robustness, which makes it 

commonly used in image processing edge detection applications [39-41].

The low and high Canny algorithm threshold for each tibial insert fatigue crack damage 

image is selected by the user for high sensitivity to edges in the fatigue crack damage region. 

Under-detection of edges is undesirable due to the potential for under-estimating the fatigue crack 

damage area. Over-detection of edges, in which noise is incorrectly classified as edges, is 

corrected through the edge pixel sorting process described in the following section. The selected 

low and high thresholds for the fatigue crack damage image for tibial insert 1 are 0.0225 and 

0.2500, respectively, while the low and high thresholds for the fatigue crack damage image for 

tibial insert 2 are 0.0300 and 0.0740, respectively. Figure 2.16 B shows the edge pixels detected 

by the Canny function in the tibial insert fatigue crack damage image.

The edge pixels identified by the Canny algorithm are sorted into true fatigue crack 

damage edges and nondamage edges. A nondamage edge delineates an image region that is free 

of fatigue crack damage but is corrupted by noise and light saturation. Nondamage edges falsely 

appear to indicate fatigue crack damage. To decide whether a particular edge pixel is the result of 

fatigue crack damage or a nondamage edge pixel resulting from image noise the neighborhood of 

pixels surrounding the pixel in question is characterized by means of the edge pixel density. The 

edge pixel density is defined as the number of edge pixels (white pixels as output by the Canny 

function) divided by the total number of pixels (black and white pixels) within a neighborhood 

surrounding the pixel that is being characterized.

The fatigue crack damage regions of the tibial insert image have a higher mean edge 

pixel density than nondamage regions of the image. This difference in edge pixel density in the 

damaged and undamaged regions is used to categorize each edge pixel as fatigue crack damage or 

nondamage. Two sorting parameters must be determined: 1) the optimal neighborhood size for 

capturing the edge pixel density surrounding the pixel of interest and 2) the edge pixel density
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threshold that separates fatigue crack damage edge pixels from nondamage edge pixels.

The optimal neighborhood size is determined as follows. First, an identical selection 

rectangle is used to manually select a fatigue crack damage and nondamage selection. The fatigue 

crack damage selection is chosen from the region that exhibits visible fatigue crack damage, 

while the nondamage selection is chosen from the visually intact region. Figure 2.17 shows a 

typical example of the rectangular selection that is manually selected within the fatigue crack 

damage (Figure 2.17 A) and nondamage region (Figure 2.17 B). Second, the neighborhood size

A

B

Figure 2.17: Fatigue crack damage and nondamage selections in Matlab. (A) Selection within the 
fatigue crack damage region and (B) nondamage region using an identical selection rectangle.
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that provides the best representation of the fatigue crack damage versus nondamage edge pixel 

density for the fatigue crack damage and nondamage selections is determined. To determine the 

neighborhood size that results in the most accurate sorting of fatigue crack damage versus 

nondamage edge pixels a series of neighborhood sizes are tested on the fatigue crack damage and 

nondamage selections. Neighborhood sizes (in pixels) range from 25 pixels (5 by 5 pixels) up to a 

quarter of the width in pixels of the rectangular selection (a quarter of the rectangle width by a 

quarter of the rectangle width). This maximum neighborhood size will vary depending on the size 

of the specific fatigue crack damage image and the size of the rectangular fatigue crack damage 

cluster selection in pixels. The intracluster correlation coefficient is used to determine which 

neighborhood size provides the best differentiation between fatigue crack damage and 

nondamage edge pixels.

The intracluster correlation coefficient quantifies the ability to distinguish between 

fatigue crack damage edge pixels and nondamage edge pixels. A cluster is defined as a set of data 

that come from a single group with a defining characteristic. In this case the data are the edge 

pixel densities from each neighborhood and the two clusters correspond to the two rectangular 

selections (Figure 2.17). The defining characteristic separating the two clusters is whether the 

rectangular selection is chosen from the fatigue crack damage or nondamage image regions.

The intracluster correlation coefficient 0 < p  < 1 is defined as

P - 4 ^  (2..)
Sb + S;

where is the within-cluster edge pixel density variance and Sb is the between-cluster edge 

pixel variance, referring to the terminology used by Killip et al. [42]. Within-cluster edge pixel 

variance S 2w is the variance in neighborhood edge pixel densities occurring within a single cluster,

V  (x (i) -  x)
Si  = i A  ( ) ’ (2.2)

n -1



Within-cluster variance SW is calculated for both the fatigue crack damage and 

nondamage clusters for each neighborhood size. n is the total number of neighborhood samples 

within the cluster, x(i) represents the average edge pixel density for each neighborhood sample, 

and x  represents the overall average edge pixel density for the cluster.

The between-cluster variance Sb is the variance between the clusters being compared, 

which in this case are the manually selected nondamage and fatigue crack damage rectangles. The 

between-cluster variance is calculated as

S2 = nD (XD -  X )2 + nND (XND -  X)" (2 3)
(nD + nND ) -1

S2b is calculated for each neighborhood size, where nND and nD represent the number of 

neighborhoods in the nondamage and fatigue crack damage selections, x represents the overall 

average edge pixel density of the image from which the cluster selections are chosen, and xND and 

xD are the average edge pixel densities of the nondamage and fatigue crack damage clusters.

The intracluster correlation coefficient represents the similarity between edge pixel 

densities of neighborhood samples within a cluster [42], with a value of 1.0 indicating identical 

edge pixel densities for all neighborhood samples from a single cluster. In this work the fatigue 

crack damage intracluster correlation coefficient is selected as the parameter for determining the 

optimal neighborhood size. This fatigue crack damage intracluster correlation coefficient was 

selected instead of the nondamage intracluster correlation coefficient because the values of the 

fatigue crack damage intracluster correlation coefficient were consistently lower (further from 

1.0) than those of the nondamage intracluster correlation coefficient, making it the stricter 

criterion.

An intracluster coefficient value approaching 1.0 indicates that the between-cluster 

variance is much larger than the within-cluster variance. Physically, this means that the variance 

between the edge pixel densities of the neighborhoods from the two clusters, fatigue crack
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damage and nondamage, is greater than the variance of the edge pixel densities between all the 

neighborhoods within the fatigue crack damage cluster. The within-cluster variance provides 

information about the similarity in edge pixel density within the cluster of interest (fatigue crack 

damage), while the between-cluster variance provides information specifically about how 

distinguishable the fatigue crack damage and nondamage clusters are from each other based on 

edge pixel density.

The between-cluster variance, within-cluster variance, and intracluster coefficient change 

depending on the neighborhood size used to calculate the edge pixel density around each pixel. 

Table 2.2 lists the between-cluster variance, within cluster variance, and intracluster coefficient of 

the twelve neighborhood sizes tested for the fatigue crack damage and nondamage selections. 

Table 2.2 illustrates that the between-cluster variance increases with increasing neighborhood 

size, reaching its maximum value of 2 .23M 0-3 at the second largest neighborhood size, 105 by 

105 pixels. In contrast, the within-cluster variance decreases with increasing neighborhood size, 

reaching a minimum value of 8.376^10-4 at the same second largest neighborhood size. The 

combination of an increasing between-cluster variance and decreasing within-cluster variance 

results in an increase in intracluster correlation coefficient with increasing neighborhood size, 

with a maximum value of 0.727 at the second highest tested neighborhood size. Note that the 

variance here is dimensionless, since it is expressed as edge pixels over total pixels.

The optimal neighborhood size is selected based on the size at which the highest fatigue 

crack damage cluster intracluster correlation coefficient is first achieved. Figure 2.18 shows a plot 

of the intracluster correlation coefficient of the fatigue crack damage and nondamage clusters 

versus the tested neighborhood sizes. The plot demonstrates the effect of a too small 

neighborhood size. The smallest neighborhood size, 5 by 5 pixels, is associated with a very small 

fatigue crack damage cluster intracluster correlation coefficient of less than 0.2. Fatigue crack 

damage cluster intracluster correlation coefficient values in excess of 0.7 are only reached at the
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Table 2.2: Between-cluster variance S2b , within-cluster variance S2W, and intracluster correlation
coefficientp  of each tested neighborhood size.

Neighborhood size in 
one dimension 

[Pixels]
S2b̂ S2w P

5 2.107^ 10-3 1.176^ 10-2 0.152

15 2.109^ 10-3 3.062^10-3 0.408

25 2.113^ 10-3 2.167^ 10-3 0.494

35 2.119^ 10-3 1.749^ 10-3 0.548

45 2.126^ 10-3 1.583^ 10-3 0.573

55 2.143^ 10-3 1.180^ 10-3 0.645

65 2.150^ 10-3 1.118^ 10-3 0.658

75 2.161^ 10-3 1.016^ 10-3 0.680

85 2.185^ 10-3 9.898^10-4 0.688

95 2.198^10-3 8.340^10-4 0.725

105 2.231^ 10-3 8.376^10-4 0.727

115 2.231^ 10-3 8.376^10-4 0.727
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Figure 2.18: Intracluster correlation coefficient p  of fatigue crack damage and nondamage clusters
for the range of tested neighborhood sizes.

three largest tested neighborhood sizes. The optimal neighborhood size, where the fatigue crack 

damage cluster intracluster correlation coefficient first reaches its maximum value of 0.727 and 

then plateaus, is 105 by 105 pixels for the tested fatigue crack damage image. Figure 2.19 shows 

the edge pixel density range for the fatigue crack damage and nondamage clusters versus the 

tested neighborhood sizes.

The circular and triangular markers indicate the mean edge pixel densities of the fatigue 

crack damage and nondamage clusters, respectively. The error bars indicate the spread of the 

edge pixel densities. For the smallest neighborhood size, the edge pixel densities calculated for 

the fatigue crack damage and nondamage clusters overlap significantly, displaying low between- 

cluster variance, and vary widely for each cluster, showing high within-cluster variance. In 

combination, this results in a low intracluster correlation coefficient (0.152) and limited ability to 

distinguish between the two clusters at the 5 by 5 pixel neighborhood size. In contrast, the
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Figure 2.19: Mean edge pixel density of fatigue crack damage and nondamage clusters for each 
tested neighborhood sample size. The circular and triangular markers indicate the mean edge 

pixel densities of the fatigue crack damage and nondamage clusters, respectively. The error bars
indicate the spread of the edge pixel density.

optimal neighborhood size, 105 by 105 pixels, corresponds to no overlap between the density 

ranges, indicating increased between-cluster variance, and a small density range for each cluster, 

indicating increased within-cluster variance and a high intracluster correlation coefficient (0.727). 

Once the optimal neighborhood size is determined, the edge pixels in the tibial insert image can 

be sorted into fatigue crack damage and nondamage based on each edge pixel's neighborhood 

edge pixel density. The tibial insert image, which has been processed into a matrix of edge and 

non-edge pixels by the Canny edge detection function, is searched for edge pixels in each row 

and column. When an edge pixel is found, the edge pixel density is calculated for the pixels that 

make up the neighborhood surrounding the edge pixel. Edge pixels for which the surrounding 

density of edge pixels falls below the edge pixel density threshold, i.e., the maximum edge pixel 

density in the manually selected nondamage sample region, are labeled as nondamage edge pixels



and eliminated. The result of this elimination is observable as a difference in image noise between 

Figure 2.16 B and Figure 2.16 C.

All but the outermost fatigue crack damage pixels are eliminated. This is 

accomplished by searching the edge pixel image from top to bottom along the columns and 

recording the first edge pixel encountered in each column, then repeating the process in the 

opposite direction, searching bottom to top along the columns to find the top and bottom edges of 

the fatigue crack damage region. The same process is repeated left to right and right to left along 

the rows of the image to find the left and right edges of the fatigue crack damage. The outer edge 

pixel indices are recorded. The edge pixels at these indices are preserved and all other edge pixels 

are removed. Figure 2.16 D illustrates the outline of edge pixels detected and mapped to a new 

image through this process.

The piecewise cubic spline is then fit to the outer edge pixels. The rectangular 

coordinate indices of the outer edge pixels are converted to polar coordinates and sorted by angle. 

The centroid of the outer edge pixels is used as the origin. Once sorted, the outer edge pixels act 

as interpolation coordinates for a piecewise cubic spline that circumscribes the outside of the 

fatigue crack damage. Figure 2.16 F shows the cubic spline that is fit to these outline pixels. The 

area within this cubic spline is calculated to represent the area of the fatigue crack damage region. 

The fatigue crack damage area in pixels is then converted to mm2 based on a scale image. The 

fatigue crack damage in each tibial insert is measured in the transverse plane of the tibial insert, 

parallel to the tibial insert’s flat base.

2.3 Results

2.3.1 Knee Simulator Fatigue Testing 

The fatigue crack damage developed during wear testing is located in the subsurface 

region of tibial insert 1. The occurrence of fatigue crack damage suggests that, during knee 

simulator testing, the tibial insert specimen is subject to loading resulting in local stress exceeding
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the yield stress of the UHMWPE. The gravimetric wear results are rendered void due to the early 

termination of the wear test and are not reported here.

2.3.2 Fatigue Crack Damage Detection and Measurement

2.3.2.1 Results For Tibial Insert 1

Figure 2.20 shows the piecewise cubic spline that interpolates through the outer edge 

pixels of the fatigue crack damage area on tibial insert 1. The total measured fatigue crack 

damage area is 22 mm2. The orientation of x- and j-axes of the plotted cubic spline correspond to 

the anterior-posterior and medial-lateral axes of the tibial insert. Figure 2.21 shows the cubic 

spline superimposed on the fatigue crack damage area detected on tibial insert 1. An enclosing 

rectangle in Figure 2.21 A for position and size reference relative to tibial insert 1 highlights the 

fatigue crack damage. The cubic spline and the visible fatigue crack damage are magnified in 

Figure 2.21 B for qualitative comparison. Figure 2.21 C shows that the cubic spline fits closely 

with the visible edge on the left edge of the fatigue crack damage. On the right side, where no 

distinct edge exists, the edge of the fatigue crack damage region is approximate by a straight 

section of cubic spline connecting the two points at the far ends of the visible edge line. Jagged 

cubic spline regions exist, as indicated in Figure 2.21 C, where image noise remains after the 

image filtering described in Section 2.2.2 and the fatigue crack damage detection algorithm fails 

to differentiate this noise from fatigue crack damage edge pixels. This effect is most prominent in 

regions where the visible edge of the fatigue crack damage appears faint or discontinuous and the 

Canny edge detection function is less effective. Incomplete fatigue cracks with sections of intact 

material may contribute to faint and discontinuous fatigue crack damage edges.
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2.3.2.2 Results For Tibial Insert 2

Figure 2.22 shows the cubic spline that interpolates through the outer edge pixels of the 

fatigue crack damage area detected on tibial insert 2. The effect of a small amount of image noise
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x [mm]

Figure 2.20: The cubic spline fitted to outer fatigue crack damage edge pixels on tibial insert 1.
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Figure 2.21: The cubic spline superimposed on the fatigue crack damage image for tibial insert 1. 
(A) The fatigue crack damage area (enclosed in black rectangle) relative to tibial insert 1. (B) 

Magnified view of fatigue crack damage region. (C) The cubic spline superimposed on the
fatigue crack damage image.

x [mm]

Figure 2.22: The cubic spline fit to the outer edge pixels of the fatigue crack damage on tibial
insert 2 .
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being categorized as fatigue crack damage can be observed as jagged spline regions. 

Representative occurrences are marked in the plot. The total measured fatigue crack damage area 

in this plane is 38 mm2.

Figure 2.23 shows the cubic spline superimposed on the fatigue crack damage area 

detected on tibial insert 2. The fatigue crack damage is highlighted by an enclosing rectangle in 

Figure 2.23 A for position and size reference relative to tibial insert 2. The cubic spline and the 

visible fatigue crack damage are magnified in Figure 2.23 B for qualitative comparison. Figure 

2.23 C shows that the cubic spline fits closely with the visible edge of the fatigue crack damage. 

As observed for tibial insert 1, the cubic spline for tibial insert 2 also contains jagged regions, as 

indicated in Figure 2.23 C, where image noise is incorrectly classified as part of the fatigue crack 

damage region.

Figure 2.23: Cubic spline superimposed on the fatigue crack damage image for tibial insert 2. (A) 
The fatigue crack damage area (enclosed in black rectangle) relative to the tibial insert. (B) A 
magnified view of the fatigue crack damage region. (C) The cubic spline superimposed on the

fatigue crack damage image.
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2.4 Discussion

This new method to quantify fatigue crack damage overcomes the reliance on subjective 

identification of fatigue crack damage edges [13,18] and manual tracing techniques [13]. In 

addition, the fatigue crack area is measured, which has not been done for existing techniques such 

as SAT [21] and transillumination for qualitative evaluation [12]. The measured fatigue crack 

damage area represents a quantitative result for comparing fatigue crack damage severity between 

tibial insert specimens. The measurement resolution is dependent on the fatigue crack damage 

image scale. The fatigue crack damage images for tibial insert 1 and tibial insert 2 have length 

scale factors of 29 pixels per mm and 28 pixels per mm, respectively. An area difference of 841 

pixels for the first fatigue crack damage image and 784 pixels for the second fatigue crack 

damage image yield changes in area of 1 mm2, or 4.5% and 2.6% of the respective fatigue crack 

damage areas. The measurement accuracy when using this technique is dependent on three 

primary factors. First, if the fatigue crack damage plane is not parallel to the viewing plane during 

fatigue crack damage image capture, the resulting area projection will underestimate the actual 

fatigue crack damage area. The orientation of the fatigue crack damage plane relative to the 

viewing plane in the two tibial inserts that we tested is unknown and warrants further 

investigation.

Second, the fatigue crack damage area measurement is dependent on accurate detection 

of the outermost edges of the fatigue crack damage. As demonstrated by the two tibial inserts 

examined in this work, distinct edges do not necessarily enclose the entire fatigue crack damage 

area. Figure 2.20 A and B show the first insert, which exhibits a crescent-shaped fatigue crack 

damage region with an indistinct edge on the concave side of the crescent. The second tibial 

insert exhibits greater edge continuity, but still exhibits regions where the outer edge is not 

detected. This effect is visible in Figure 2.22 where the spline forms a jagged edge. This lack of a 

distinct enclosing edge presents potential for measurement inaccuracies. Noise within the image, 

which has the potential to be incorrectly categorized as damage, can also contribute to
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inaccuracies in the fatigue crack damage area from its actual area.

This effect is observable as sections of jagged cubic spline in Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.22 

where the spline jumps between the true fatigue crack damage edge pixels and misidentified 

nondamage edge pixels (identified as noise in Figure 2.22). This problem is reduced, but not 

completely eliminated, by the use of the Wiener filter during image processing. In the two 

specimens tested here, the area added or removed by the jagged spline regions due to noise 

represented only a small portion of the total enclosed area. The jagged spline regions are caused 

by edge pixels that fall inside or outside of the curve of the fatigue crack damage edge. To 

evaluate the effect of removing the jagged regions, the contributing edge pixels are identified, 

based on the associated sharp changes in direction of the piecewise cubic spline segments, and 

removed. When these pixels are removed, the area within the resulting piecewise cubic spline 

increases by 0.01 mm2 for tibial insert 1 and by 0.14 mm2 for tibial insert 2. This represents a 

0.05% and 0.41% change in fatigue crack damage area for tibial insert 1 and tibial insert 2, 

respectively.

The transillumination technique has not been validated for various fatigue crack damage 

depths and sizes. The concern regarding the effect of depth on the visibility of fatigue crack 

damage is partially addressed by the tendency of fatigue crack damage to occur between 1 and 2 

mm subsurface, rather than deep within the tibial insert [26,43]. However, further validation with 

a variety of fatigue crack damage depths is desirable for confirming the robustness of the 

transillumination based method. Lastly, this method relies on the assumption that increased tibial 

insert opacity represents fatigue crack damage. However, deformation of the material may result 

in increases in UHMWPE opacity prior to the formation of macroscopic fatigue cracks.

In spite of these limitations the transillumination and fatigue crack damage edge 

measurement technique developed here represents a simple and economical method for 

quantifying fatigue crack damage area and location within tibial insert specimens with greater 

precision and accuracy than existing subsurface fatigue crack damage measurement methods.
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CHAPTER 3

FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION 

3.1 Background

The location of fatigue crack damage observed in the tibial insert is related to the 

magnitude and location of the external loading and the corresponding internal stress. The stress in 

the tibial insert results from contact between the condyles of the tibial insert and those of the 

femoral component. Because local stress within the tibial insert is difficult to measure 

experimentally, computer simulation methods are frequently used to calculate the local stress 

inside the tibial insert under specific loading scenarios [1-19]. Common simulation techniques 

include rigid body modeling of the prosthetic knee joint components for predicting the kinematics 

of the prosthetic knee joint [11,13,15], elastic foundation modeling for predicting both kinematics 

and contact pressure [13,17,18], and finite element modeling for predicting kinematics, contact 

pressure, and local stress and strain inside the material [3,4,6-9,11-14,16]. For the purpose of this 

work, which focuses on predicting UHMWPE tibial insert stress associated with subsurface 

fatigue cracking, a finite element simulation is used.

3.1.1 Finite Element Mesh and Element Selection 

The finite element method is a numerical technique for finding approximate solutions to 

boundary value problem differential equations. The technique is suitable for a geometrically 

complex solution domain because the domain is broken into multiple discrete elements and 

connecting nodes. The unknown solution to the differential equation is calculated exactly at the



nodes, and interpolated through each element according to a prescribed shape function. We are 

interested in finding the unknown stress and strain inside the tibial insert for a specific external 

loading [20]. The shape function associated with each element determines how the nodal solution 

is interpolated inside that element, and limits the polynomial order of the solution that the element 

can accurately model. For instance, a single element with a linear shape function can only exactly 

model a linear solution. However, multiple linear elements in series can approximate a higher 

order solution [20]. In finite element analysis one must use either elements with a shape function 

of sufficiently high polynomial order or use a sufficient number of lower-order elements to 

achieve a satisfactory approximation of the exact solution. The discrete set of elements that 

compose the solution domain are commonly referred to as the model “mesh” [20].

The complex geometry and contact conditions experienced in a prosthetic knee joint 

simulation require use of elements with high order shape functions, and/or a refined mesh in 

regions of the solution domain where steep local stress and strain gradients occur. The specific 

number of elements is unique to the scenario being modeled and, thus, varies throughout the 

prosthetic knee joint simulations in the literature [4-7,10-16]. In most cases, eight or ten-node 

tetrahedral elements with a sufficiently high-order shape function are selected to achieve a 

converged solution for the quantity of interest [6,7,10,11,13-16]. Tetrahedral elements are a good 

choice because they can approximate the complex geometry of the curved condyles of the tibial 

insert.

3.1.2 Commonly Modeled Scenarios and Corresponding Boundary

Conditions

One significant challenge in calculating the local stress and strain in the tibial insert 

through finite element analysis is selecting accurate boundary conditions to effectively capture 

the complex loading and displacement conditions that occur in vivo. Variations in the knee joint 

forces induced by muscular action, ligament and joint capsule tension, and transmitted ground
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reaction forces [21], in addition to variations of the location where those forces act [22], the 

surgical positioning of the implant components [5], and variations in the quality of the UHMWPE 

used in the tibial insert [22] all contribute to discrepancies between the calculated strain and stress 

and the actual in vivo performance of a selected tibial insert geometry [1].

Previous research documented in the literature has focused on modeling two primary load 

and displacement scenarios. The first scenario is the simulation of actual displacement and 

loading experienced by the knee joint in vivo. This approach requires the measurement or indirect 

calculation of the loading and displacement of the prosthetic knee joint articulating surfaces. For 

example, D’Lima et al. [2] used an instrumented tibial insert to measure the contact pressure on 

the surface of the tibial insert and calculated the net compressive load on the tibial insert. In their 

technique the corresponding knee joint kinematics (displacements and rotations) are obtained via 

fluoroscopic imaging, a common technique in which x-rays are used to film a dynamic event

[2,6,14]. The subject-specific prosthetic knee joint loads and kinematics are then used in the finite 

element model. While this potentially allows for an accurate comparison between simulated 

deformation and wear and experimentally determined deformation and wear in a retrieved tibial 

insert, the method suffers from weaknesses in the fluoroscopic measurement of the knee joint 

kinematics, including difficulty in accurately evaluating out-of-plane displacement and rotation of 

the prosthetic knee joint components [2]. The second commonly simulated scenario is a prosthetic 

knee joint loaded in a knee simulator [23]. This approach has been used in several studies because 

displacements and forces used in knee simulators are more easily and accurately measured than 

those occurring in vivo [7,11,13,16]. In addition, the simulation results can be validated with 

experiments. Halloran et al. [13] performed a rigid-body simulation using gait cycle data from the 

ISO 14243-1 standard for prosthetic knee joint wear testing in a knee simulator [23] to calculate 

prosthetic knee joint kinematics, contact area between the articulating surfaces, and contact 

pressure, and compared these to experimental measurement of the same parameters. Their results 

demonstrated that a finite element model using force-control inputs according to ISO 14243-1
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[23] accurately predicts the experimentally measured results [13]. A similar study performed by 

Knight et al. [11] confirmed that both force-control inputs and displacement-control inputs can be 

used as finite element boundary conditions to accurately simulate the kinematics and loading of a 

knee simulator wear test. Although using knee simulator data limits the possible simulation 

scenarios to a standardized gait cycle, and potentially neglects discrepancies between 

standardized and in vivo loading, it presents the most direct comparison between experiments and 

simulation models. This allows for comparison between different prosthetic knee joint designs 

under the same precisely controlled experimental and simulated loading conditions without the 

additional complication of patient-specific kinetics and kinematics. In this thesis, the simulated 

loading of the prosthetic knee joint is based on recorded force and displacement data from the 

knee simulator testing discussed in Chapter 2.

3.1.3 UHMWPE Material Model 

Another major consideration in finite element modeling of tibial insert strain and stress 

during a simulated loading scenario is selecting a material model that accurately represents the 

constitutive behavior of the UHMWPE and cobalt-chromium components of the prosthetic knee 

joint. Several different UHMWPE material models have been employed in the literature. These 

range from a simple linear elastic model [17,18] to more complex models such as the hybrid 

model [1,19] and the holistic strain hardening wear model [3].

3.1.3.1 Conventional Material Models

The simplest model treats UHMWPE as a linear elastic material. For that case, Hooke’s 

law holds true and plastic deformation is not taken into account [24], i.e.,

0  = E s  (3.1)

Fregly et al. applied a linear elastic material model to two simulations: 1) simulation of a 

prosthetic knee joint under walking gait conditions based on fluoroscopic kinematics [18] and 2)



simulation of a prosthetic knee joint under quasistatic displacement and loading conditions based 

on a prosthetic knee joint mechanical test apparatus [17]. In both cases the simulated stress in the 

tibial insert is compared to surface damage observed in a retrieved tibial insert of the same 

geometry. In both simulations, they used rigid body dynamics with deformable body contact to 

predict the contact pressure between the articulating surfaces of the contacting bodies [17]. These 

simulations documented a closer agreement between predicted and experimentally measured 

contact pressure when a linear, as opposed to a nonlinear, elastic material model is used to model 

the prosthetic knee joint under quasistatic loading. In a second study [18], they demonstrated that 

the nonlinear elastic material model produces a more uniform contact pressure across a larger 

area than that produced by the linear elastic model and, thus, is likely to predict a larger adhesive- 

abrasive wear and creep damage area. However, the use of a nonlinear elastic material model 

would not cause significant changes in the location and depth of the predicted adhesive-abrasive 

wear and creep damage, compared to results obtained with the linear elastic material model.

Halloran et al. [13] also simulated contact between the femoral component and tibial 

insert during walking gait. Their justification for using a linear elastic model was based on the 

well-documented values in the literature for the elastic modulus and Poisson coefficient of 

UHMWPE, which are the only two parameters needed in a linear elastic model. The results of the 

simulations by Fregly et al. [17,18] and Halloran et al. [13] indicated that a linear elastic material 

model may be sufficient for accurately predicting strain and stress within the tibial insert for 

conditions in which the magnitude of the local strain remains within the elastic limit and strain 

rates are low, such that strain rate effects can be neglected. An additional comparison between 

experimental stress-strain data and linear elastic model simulation results performed by Kurtz [1] 

showed that the linear elastic model becomes less accurate when examining time-dependent 

responses, large deformation failure, or cyclic loading behavior. Figure 3.1 shows a plot of a 

typical tensile stress-strain curve for UHMWPE superimposed with a plot of the response 

predicted by a linear elastic model with an elastic modulus matching that of the UHMWPE linear
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Figure 3.1: Typical stress-strain curve for UHMWPE and predicted stress-strain curve for a linear 
elastic model with an elastic modulus matching that of UHMWPE in the linear stress-strain

region. Adapted from [1],

stress-strain region. This plot demonstrates the inaccuracy of the linear elastic UHMWPE 

material model prediction at stress beyond the elastic limit, from the UHMWPE yield stress av 

until the ultimate tensile stress au.

Another commonly used material model for UHMWPE is the isotropic plasticity model. 

The term isotropic indicates that the material properties are the same in all orientations [24], 

Plasticity indicates that the reversible linear loading and unloading behavior represented by 

Hooke's law for linear elastic materials no longer holds true and is replaced by a stress-strain 

relationship that accounts for the development of irreversible strain in the material when a stress 

threshold (the yield stress) is exceeded [25], Under biomechanic ally realistic loading conditions 

the high contact stress induced by the nonconformity between the femoral and tibial contact 

surfaces of the prosthetic knee can exceed the threshold at which plastic deformation begins, 

making models which account for plastic deformation necessary for accurately predicting the 

behavior of the UHMWPE [1],



The simplest isotropic plasticity model is the perfectly plastic model. This model predicts 

increasing plastic deformation due to incremental strain under constant stress once the yield stress 

of the UHMWPE is exceeded. The behavior prior to the yield stress is predicted by an elastic 

material model, such as the previously described linear elastic material model. Figure 3.2 shows a 

plot of a typical UHMWPE stress-strain curve and of a stress-strain curve predicted by a linear 

elastic perfectly plastic material model. Strain hardening and rate dependency are not considered. 

The difference in stress-strain behavior between the linear elastic perfectly plastic material model 

and the actual UHMWPE behavior becomes more critical at large strains where strain hardening 

occurs due to straightening and alignment of the polymer chains [1]. This model over-predicts 

residual plastic deformation after unloading. This over-prediction is caused by the use of linear 

unloading, which overestimates permanent plastic deformation relative to that predicted by the 

actual nonlinear unloading behavior of the UHMWPE.

Figure 3.2: Typical stress-strain curve for UHMWPE and predicted stress-strain curve for a
linear elastic perfectly plastic model.
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Figure 3.3 shows a plot of typical UHMWPE nonlinear loading and unloading behavior 

and the linear unloading behavior predicted by the perfectly plastic model in terms of true stress 

and true strain. The difference in shape between the two unloading curves is shown, with the 

resulting difference in permanent plastic true strain indicated.

A more complex isotropic plasticity model is the J2-plasticity model, which uses the von 

Mises yield criterion and assumes rate-independent isotropic hardening. Hardening is the change 

in the yield stress depending on the material's loading history. The J2-plasticity model considers 

uniaxial tension data and models the material response through a piecewise linear approximation 

[1]. Figure 3.4 shows a plot of a typical UHMWPE stress-strain curve and of a stress-strain curve 

predicted by a J2-plasticity model.

True strain, s

Figure 3.3: Difference in permanent plastic true strain predicted by typical UHMWPE nonlinear 
unloading behavior and modeled linear unloading behavior. Adapted from [26].
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Figure 3.4: Typical stress-strain curve for UHMWPE and predicted stress-strain curve for a 
piecewise linear J2-plasticity model. Adapted from [1],

This model can accurately predict strain results for UHMWPE at strains below the large- 

deformation-to-failure region, but performs poorly when used to predict cyclic strain results due 

to its prediction of purely linear unloading behavior [19], similar to the previously described 

perfectly plastic material model. In the case of the J2-plasticity model, a linear unloading curve 

can result in over-prediction of permanent plastic deformation by over 200% [26]. In addition, the 

isotropy assumed in this model may not be accurate for UHMWPE under some loading scenarios 

due to polymer chain alignment, crystallographic slip, and changes in lamellar orientation [1], In 

spite of these limitations the J2-pasticity model has been used extensively in prosthetic joint 

simulations [6,7,16,27],

Godest et al. [16] used a J2-plasticity model to predict prosthetic knee joint kinematics 

and contact stress under knee simulator loading. They acknowledged that the use of the J2- 

plasticity model in their simulation represented a simplification of the true material behavior of 

UHMWPE, but justified it as a realistic approximation of the material behavior for situations with 

negligible loading rate effects. The J2-plasticity model has also been used in combination with



Archard’s wear law [28]. In finite element simulations Archard’s law is used to calculate wear at 

the model nodes based on an experimentally measured wear constant, the sliding distance 

between the contacting element nodes, and the nodal contact pressure. The nodal wear can then 

be used to calculate the total wear volume via integration over the contact area [7].

A third UHMWPE material model is the linear viscoelastic model [1,29]. Linear 

viscoelasticity expands upon the linear elastic model by adding time-dependent viscous behavior. 

Under cyclic loading the addition of viscous behavior will result in a phase lag between the 

applied stress and the resulting strain. The relationship between the stress and strain can be 

represented by the material’s dynamic modulus G, which is a function of the storage G ’ and loss 

G ” moduli [30].

G = G  + iG" (3.2)

where i = (-1)05. The storage and loss moduli are then related to the phase lag 5 as

G' = — cosd  (3.3)
e

and

G" = — sin 5 (3.4)
£

where o and s are the nominal stress and strain, respectively.

The viscoelastic material model accounts for three types of mechanical behavior that are 

neglected in a linear elastic model. These are 1) stress-strain curve hysteresis, 2) stress relaxation, 

and 3) creep. Hysteresis can be observed in the loading and unloading portions of the stress-strain 

curve for the viscoelastic material. The shape of the stress-strain curve is different for the loading 

and unloading portions due to the stress-strain phase lag, forming a loop-shape rather than a 

single stress-strain curve where the loading and unloading portion collapse on each other [31]. 

Stress relaxation occurs when a constant strain is applied to a material and the stress in the 

material gradually decreases [30]. Creep is similar, but involves gradually increasing strain at a
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constant applied stress [30]. The significance of including the viscoelastic properties of stress- 

strain curve hysteresis, stress relaxation, and creep in the UHMWPE material model depends 

upon the loading conditions being modeled.

Rullkoetter et al. [29] used a viscoelastic model in their simulation of a prosthetic knee 

joint under loading. They studied progressive and steady state loading and examined the effects 

of time-dependent material behavior on the maximum surface normal contact stress and 

subsurface Tresca stress during sustained loading. The Tresca plasticity model predicts yielding 

when the maximum shear stress reaches a magnitude of half the yield stress or half the difference 

between the maximum and minimum principal stress [32]. They observed that stress relaxation 

reached a magnitude of approximately 25% for both surface and subsurface stress and that 

contact area increased by nearly 30% during the two-minute simulation, with creep displacement 

of approximately 50% of the initial displacement after two minutes. After unloading, the material 

returned to its unloaded displacement profile [29]. These findings indicate that creep and 

relaxation become more significant with longer periods of load application. During testing in a 

knee simulator the loading cycle occurs at a frequency of 1 Hz [23], similar to walking gait, 

which means sustained loading such as that modeled by Rullkoetter et al. is unlikely during gait 

and both creep and relaxation effects will be less severe than what was reported in this study.

Quinci et al. [33] further examined the use of a linear viscoelastic model with an 

emphasis on in vivo operating conditions. Sustained compression loading and recovery testing 

was performed for a set of prosthetic knee joints. During this testing the contact area, deformation 

of the contact surface, and pressure were measured. Finite element simulations of the same 

loading and recovery conditions were performed using three UHMWPE material models: linear 

elastic, elastic-plastic, and linear viscoelastic. Upon comparison of the experimental and finite 

element analysis results Quinci et al. found that creep deformation had a significant effect on 

experimental and simulated contact pressures [33]. In addition, the linear viscoelastic model 

resulted in greater deformation under sustained compressive loading, which is in closer
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agreement to the experimental observations than when using an elastic-plastic material model. 

This effect was due to viscoelastic creep during the 20,000-second sustained loading trial. At high 

compressive loads the plastic response became more significant, and the viscoelastic model was 

unable to fully capture the material response [33]. Permanent plastic deformation and creep 

deformation were observed at each of the tested loading configurations, indicating that plastic and 

viscoelastic material responses are important under sustained loading at physiologically realistic 

load magnitudes.

These results from the literature suggest that the consideration of viscoelastic behavior 

may be important for accurate prediction of contact stress under in vivo and knee simulator 

loading conditions. A linear viscoelastic model can accurately model the behavior of UHMWPE, 

although the model’s accuracy deteriorates when strain exceeds the yield strain and at high strain 

rates [1]. The linear viscoelastic material model predicts the material behavior more accurately 

than an elastic-plastic model under sustained application of relatively low compressive loads that 

do not substantially exceed the yield stress, although the UHMWPE stress due to high 

compressive loads may be most accurately modeled if plastic behavior is included [1,34].

3.1.3.2 Advanced Material Models

Other models address the limitations of the linear elastic, isotropic plastic, and linear 

viscoelastic material models by incorporating large strain, time dependent behaviors and 

anisotropy. The current state-of-the-art advanced UHMWPE material model is the hybrid model 

[1,19,35,36]. This model was developed to predict local stress and strain in tibial inserts 

undergoing cyclic loading. It incorporates rate effects, anisotropy under large deformation, and 

viscoplastic behavior by considering how the response of UHMWPE at the molecular level 

influences macroscale behavior [1]. The hybrid model has been validated for extrusion molded 

conventional [19,35,36] and highly cross-linked [35,36] UHMWPE under multi-axial monotonic 

and cyclic load conditions and provides much more accurate predictions than the J2-plasticity
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model and several simpler constitutive models [19]. This model represents the ideal model for 

extremely accurate prediction of UHMWPE stress-strain behavior. However, it requires thirteen 

material parameters to achieve this high level of accuracy and is computationally complex.

Recently, several additional complex models that incorporate adhesive-abrasive wear 

behavior along with history-dependent anisotropy, creep, and strain hardening properties of 

UHMWPE have been developed [3,11,34,37-42]. Knight et al. [11] tested a finite element 

simulation adaptive remeshing model based on Archard’s wear law for predicting UHMWPE 

tibial insert wear. Finite element simulations of force controlled and displacement controlled knee 

simulator wear testing using this material wear model produced adhesive-abrasive wear results 

similar to those produced through experimental knee simulator wear testing. However, concerns 

exist regarding the use of Archard’s wear law, as this wear model was developed for metallic 

materials and may not always accurately represent the behavior of polymeric materials such as 

UHMWPE [40]. More recently, a wear model that includes strain hardening and creep was 

developed [3]. The wear coefficient for strain hardened and not strain hardened surfaces and 

surfaces influenced by creep were tuned to experimental wear data, and similar wear volumes 

were observed in the simulation and experimental results below 3.5 million cycles. Most recent 

models have used similar methods with the additions of more specific cross-shear parameters 

[37,38], further emphasis on the viscoelastic creep response as an important factor in adhesive- 

abrasive wear [33], consideration of sliding kinematics in wear [39], and contact-pressure 

independent wear factors [40].

Development in the area of fatigue crack wear simulation has been less advanced than 

that of adhesive-abrasive wear simulation, in spite of the association between fatigue crack wear 

and extensive femoral and tibial osteolysis [22]. However, there are several fatigue crack 

simulation studies that have examined the relationship between predicted stress and experimental 

fatigue crack results. One way in which the stress and fatigue crack relationship has been 

examined is by simulating an idealized sliding contact scenario and comparing the results to
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experimental results for a sliding indenter test [41]. In this case a flat UHMWPE plate contacted 

by a sliding cobalt alloy indenter was considered, where the UHMWPE plate was modeled with a 

quadrilinear isotropic strain hardening material model similar to the J2-plasticity model. The 

indenter was modeled as a rigid body. The loading and sliding cycle was repeated five times until 

a steady state for stress and deformation was reached. The simulation stress results were 

compared to stereo-micrographs of fatigue crack damage induced by experimental testing using 

the same sliding indenter scenario over 952,000 cycles. It was observed that fatigue crack damage 

in the experimentally tested UHMWPE plates corresponded to the locations of maximum 

principal stress seen in the simulation, which occurred on the medial and lateral edges of the 

indenter path. Additionally, once steady state was achieved, residual surface stress contributed 

significantly to the total stress observed during the loading and sliding cycle [41].

In another study by Sathasivam et al. [42] a similar simulation was performed with a 

prosthetic knee joint in place of a sliding indenter. Two prosthetic knee joint geometries were 

modeled using quasistatic analyses at discrete points for every 2% increment of the gait cycle. 

The tibial insert was modeled with a linear-elastic material model. Predictive damage scores were 

calculated based on the cumulative shear stress results, based on previous work by Bartel et al.

[43]. Fatigue crack initiation and small crack propagation was associated with cyclic shear stress. 

The damage function for each element was defined as

XT'S*. - S *°-5(ls*.l+S) (35)

where S1 and ST are the first and last points of the element’s stress history [42]. For both 

simulated prosthetic knee joint geometries the maximum damage scores were located on the 

medial condyle of the tibial insert. The magnitude of the maximum damage score varied based on 

the degree of congruency between the tibial insert and femoral component, with high congruency 

being associated with a lower damage score. Validation was not performed, due to the difficulty 

of matching the loading and kinematic conditions of retrieved tibial inserts to those used in the
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simulation.

Both a material model’s ability to accurately represent a material’s behavior and the 

material model’s computational cost must be considered when selecting the best material model 

for a given simulation. Although the hybrid model has been shown to most accurately replicate 

UHMWPE behavior, simpler models may provide sufficient information with lower 

computational impact as long as the limitations of these models are considered.

For this work two material models are selected. A linear elastic model is selected as the 

initial material model based on relatively low computational cost. This model is most accurate in 

the linear region of the UHMWPE stress-strain curve, where the yield stress is not exceeded, and 

becomes less accurate above this region, where permanent plastic strain becomes significant. In 

order to capture the time-dependent response of UHMWPE during gait simulator conditions, a 

second simulation is performed using a linear viscoelastic material model. This model includes 

effects of creep on the change in contact area between the femoral component and tibial insert 

during sustained loading. The results of the two simulations are compared to determine the effect 

of viscoelastic behavior on the predicted stress locations and magnitudes. It is expected that the 

linear elastic material model will over-predict material stiffness and under-predict deformation in 

the contact region for prolonged stress (viscoelastic creep) and at stress above the yield stress 

(plastic deformation).

3.2 Methods

The two simulations performed in this work model a single gait cycle of the knee 

simulator testing performed on the first tibial insert. To minimize computational cost, this 

simulation is limited to the stance phase, i.e., the 60-65% of the gait cycle during which the foot 

is in contact with the ground, as opposed to the swing phase, when the foot is not in contact with 

the ground. The knee experiences significantly greater tibial loading during the stance phase than 

during the swing phase [44]. We perform a dynamic simulation of the stance phase, as opposed to
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a quasistatic simulation. The key difference is that the dynamic simulation allows modeling the 

entire motion of the prosthetic knee joint during the stance phase, whereas a quasistatic 

simulation requires that the prosthetic knee joint be constrained to a certain position and loaded 

until static equilibrium is achieved, essentially simulating a single snapshot of the stance phase. 

Precise timing of when the maximum stress occurs during the gait cycle is impractical to measure 

in vivo, and has not yet been reported [44,45]. In addition, tibio-femoral contact stress varies 

based on the geometry of the tibial insert and femoral component and the specific loading, such 

as knee simulator versus subject-specific in vivo kinetics and kinematics.

3.2.1 Geometry

The geometry specific to the prosthetic knee joint evaluated in the knee simulator 

experiment is imported into Abaqus, a commercial finite element analysis software package used 

in this work, as a computer-aided design (CAD) file. The geometry is simplified by eliminating 

features that are not relevant to the contact and strain/stress analysis. The simplification reduces 

the computational cost of the simulation, without altering the contact geometry between both 

components. Figure 3.5 illustrates the original (Figure 3.5 A) and simplified (Figure 3.5 B) tibial 

insert and femoral component geometry.

3.2.2 Mesh and Material Parameters 

Table 3.1 lists the materials and corresponding properties used in the simulations. The 

initial simulation uses a linear elastic material model for the UHMWPE tibial insert, which is 

fully defined by the yield stress, Poisson’s ratio, and elastic modulus listed in Table 3.1. These 

material parameters are based on tensile test data. The stress-strain response of UHWMPE is 

identical for tension and compression up to 12% strain [1]. The second simulation employs a 

linear viscoelastic material model, which uses both the UHMWPE elastic parameters listed in 

Table 3.1 and additional viscous behavior parameters, provided in Table 3.2.
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Figure 3.5: CAD model of the tibial insert and femoral component. (A) Original geometry and
(B) simplified implant geometry.

Table 3.1: Material properties for the materials used in the finite element model.

Material Elastic modulus 
[MPa]

Poisson’s
ratio

Density
[kg/m3]

Cobalt-chromium 2 1 0 , 0 0 0  * 0.300 ** 8,300 **

UHMWPE 3^9 *** 0.473 *** 9 4 5  ***

* Value obtained from [46]

** Value obtained from [47]

*** Value obtained from manufacturer
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Table 3.2: Time domain frequency parameters defining the linear viscoelastic material model via 
a two-term Prony series in Abaqus. These inputs are calculated from elastic storage and loss

modulus data from [49].

g s  ( f  ) &  (f ) 4  (f ) kl (f )
f

[Hz]

0.13927 0.30362 0.13927 0.30362 0.1

0.11838 0.23398 0.11838 0.23398 0.3

0.10097 0.16435 0.10097 0.16435 1.0

0.06964 0.02507 0.06964 0.02507 10.0

3.2.2.1 Calculation of Parameters for Linear Viscoelastic UHMWPE 

Material Model

The parameters listed in Table 3.2 allow Abaqus to create a two-term Prony series 

approximation (further discussed in Section 3.2.2.2), which describes the viscoelastic material 

behavior [48]. The input parameters consist of the frequency domain shear and bulk moduli 

broken down into their real and imaginary components, indicated with subscripts ^  and S, 

respectively, i.e., g m(f), g S (f), k*m(f), and k*3 f) , with f  the frequency at which each set of 

frequency domain shear and bulk modulus data are obtained. The input parameters are calculated 

from the frequency-dependent elastic storage E'(f) and loss E"(f) moduli reported for GUR 1020 

at 37° C for different loading frequencies 0.1 < f  < 100 Hz [49]. These data are selected for use in 

the material model based on the similarity between the material properties of GUR 1020 and 

GUR 1050 and the identical temperature at which the knee simulator testing described in this 

work is performed. We selected elastic modulus data obtained at four frequencies, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0 

and 10.0 Hz, for calculating the Abaqus input parameters g*dtf) , g*S(f), f) , and f).

Although the simulated gait cycle is limited to a frequency of 1 Hz, the individual 

elements may undergo loading at higher frequencies due to the rapid movement of the contact 

area between the femoral component condyles and tibial insert condyles and rapid load 

application occurring during portions of the gait cycle. In addition, data from a minimum of four
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frequencies are required to calculate a Prony series with a sufficient number of terms. Kurtz et al. 

[1] documented that a two-term series is sufficient for approximating the viscoelastic behavior of 

UHMWPE. The Prony series approximation is discussed further in Section 3.2.2.2.

The steps used in this work for calculation of the Abaqus input parameters are:

modulus G ”(f) and frequency domain bulk storage modulus K'(f) and loss 

modulus K ”(f) using Equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.8), and (3.9).

• Step 2: Calculate the monotonic shear modulus Gx and bulk modulus K x from 

the elastic modulus E  and Poisson’s ratio v using Equation (3.10) and (3.11).

• Step 3: Apply the values calculated in Steps 1 and 2 to Equations (3.12), (3.13),

(3.14) and (3.15) to obtain the Abaqus input parameters.

Step 1 uses E 'f)  and E ”(f) to calculate the frequency domain shear storage modulus G 'f) 

and loss modulus G ”(f), i.e.,

and E ” is the measured frequency-dependent elastic loss modulus. The frequency domain bulk 

storage modulus K 'f) and loss modulus K ”(f) are calculated as

• Step 1: Calculate the frequency domain shear storage modulus G 'f) and loss

(3.6)

(3.7)

where v is the Poisson’s ratio, E' is the measured frequency-dependent elastic storage modulus,

(3.8)

(3.9)

In Step 2, the monotonic shear modulus Gx and bulk modulus K x, defined as the moduli for time

approaching infinity and a frequency approaching zero Hertz, are calculated as
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E

2(1 + v)

E
3(1 -  2v)

(3.10)

(3.11)

In Step 3, the monotonic shear and bulk moduli and frequency-dependent shear and bulk storage 

and loss moduli are used to calculate the real and imaginary components of the frequency- 

dependent shear and bulk moduli as

<'■ -I ¥
g* (f  )■ 

kl (/) = 1 -

4  (f ) =

G( f )

K'( / )  

K "(f )

(3.12)

(3.13)

(3.14)

(3.15)

Abaqus then fits the input data to a Prony series with N  number of terms, where N  is equal to half 

the number of frequencies f  for which data are input. For example, here we use data from four 

frequencies to get a two-term Prony series.

3.2.2.2 Background on Prony Series Calculation in Abaqus

The Prony series method fits a power series of exponential relaxation functions to the 

provided frequency-dependent parameters from Step 3 [1]. The Prony series representation of the 

stress relaxation shear modulus is

N
G ( f  ) = + y  G,

1

i r j  +1 (3.16)

in the frequency domain [49]. G, and t  are the Prony series material parameters, and f  is the 

frequency. The storage modulus G'(f) and loss modulus G"(f), are related to the Prony series
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parameters by

G ' ( f  ) = G0 1 -  G, + G0
N

(3.17)

and

(3.18)

respectively, where G0 is the instantaneous shear modulus and N  is the number of terms in the

Prony series [48]. This process is performed by the Abaqus software for the user-provided data 

calculated in Section 3.2.2.1, the desired number of Prony terms N, and the acceptable root mean 

square (RMS) error between the data and the Prony series curve. Initial Prony series parameters

adjusted until an acceptable error between the calculated and measured values is achieved.

have specified the allowable RMS error for the Prony curve data fit as 0.175 MPa in this work.

In our simulations the femoral component is defined as a rigid body by converting the 

modeled geometry to a rigid body shell to reduce the computational cost while maintaining 

sufficient accuracy, because the elastic modulus of the cobalt-chromium is several orders of 

magnitude larger than that of the UHMWPE [15].

3.2.2.3 Meshing the Tibial Insert and Femoral Component

Figure 3.6 shows the mesh of the femoral component and tibial insert used in the finite 

element model. Figure 3.6 A shows the finite element mesh of the rigid body femoral component, 

which uses a free mesh with a mixture of zero-thickness linear triangular and quadrilateral shell 

elements to conform to the complex geometry of the femoral component. The free mesh 

algorithm allows Abaqus to determine the best mesh organization over the modeled component 

within the element type and size parameters provided by the user.

are applied in Abaqus to obtain initial storage and loss modulus values, and are then iteratively

Analogous procedures are used to obtain the corresponding bulk moduli K'(f) and K"(f) [47]. We



Figure 3.6: Element types for the prosthetic knee joint components. (A) Triangular and 
quadrilateral zero-thickness rigid shell elements for the femoral component. The magnified view 

shows the anterior-lateral part of the femoral component. (B) Ten-node quadratic tetrahedral
element tibial insert mesh.

The magnified view inset of Figure 3.6 A, shows both triangular and quadrilateral 

elements on the curved surface of the femoral component, and highlights the necessity of using 

two different element shapes. Some elements are removed in the magnified view to display the 

zero-thickness element shape. Since nodal stress results are not calculated for elements that 

compose rigid bodies, zero-thickness linear shell elements are sufficient [15], The tibial insert is 

modeled with modified quadratic tetrahedral elements, which are specified as element type 

C3D10M in Abaqus [51], Figure 3.6 B shows the tetrahedral shape of these elements, which 

allows the mesh to conform to the complex geometry of the tibial insert. Additionally, the 

modified formulation ensures that, under uniform contact pressure, the resulting forces at each of 

the element's nodes are also uniform, modeling realistic contact behavior [51], The magnified
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view in Figure 3.6 B shows the anterior-lateral part of the tibial insert with some elements

removed to display element shape.

3.2.3 Loading and Displacement Boundary Conditions 

The boundary conditions are based on the displacement and loading described in the ISO 

14243-1 standard for wear-testing of prosthetic knee joints [23] and experimental test data from 

the knee simulator testing of the tibial insert (see Appendix C). Displacement boundary 

conditions are used in the finite element simulation for all but the axial degree of freedom to 

ensure a precise match between the condylar contact location in the knee simulator testing and in 

the finite element simulation. Sign conventions follow those given in ISO 14243-1 [23], 

illustrated in Figure 3.7 for the tibial insert and Figure 3.8 for the femoral component. The finite 

element simulation displacement and axial force data are based on a 19-cycle average taken near 

the 75,177-cycle endpoint of the knee simulator testing. The precise displacement and rotations in 

the flexion-extension, anterior-posterior, and internal-external degrees of freedom are measured 

for each 0.01 second time step of the 19-cycle average during knee simulator testing, allowing 

displacement and rotation boundary conditions to be applied for the prosthetic knee joint 

simulation throughout the entire simulated gait cycle. Because displacement of the tibial insert in

Positive (+) and 
negative axial 
translatior ▼  I

Anterior (+) and posterior 
translation

Internal (+) and external rotation
I *

Figure 3.7: Tibial insert (left knee, anterior-medial view) sign conventions for tibial insert motion 
in the superior-inferior, anterior-posterior, and internal-external directions.
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Flexion- extension

Figure 3.8: Femoral component (left knee, anterior-medial view) sign convention for flexion (+) 
and extension. An approximation of the flexion-extension axis is indicated by the dashed line.

the axial direction is not measured during knee simulator testing an axial load is applied as the 

axial degree of freedom boundary condition.

The femoral component is constrained to have zero displacement and rotation in all 

directions other than flexion-extension rotation, while the tibial insert is constrained to have zero 

displacement in the medial-lateral direction and zero rotation in the flexion-extension direction. 

The positive-negative axial displacement of the tibial insert relative to the femoral component and 

the varus-valgus angle of the tibial insert relative to the femoral component are not specified, 

allowing the tibial insert to make realistic contact with the femoral component. Figure 3.9 

illustrates the applied loading, applied translations and rotations, and unconstrained translation 

and rotation, for each degree of freedom in the simulated prosthetic knee.

Figure 3.10 shows the applied pressure and displacement versus time during the 0.60- 

second stance phase of a 1 Hz gait cycle. Figure 3.11 illustrates that for the flexion-extension
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I I Applied
'---- ' translations/

rotations

Positive (+) and _ - 
negative axial ^  
translation

I I Unconstrained H  Applied
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Figure 3.9: Applied loading, applied displacements, and unconstrained displacements for each 
degree of freedom of the knee simulator. Plus signs indicate the positive direction.
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Figure 3.10: Displacements and loading applied to the (left knee) femoral component and tibial 
insert of the finite element model as a function of simulation time during the 0.60-second stance 
phase of a 1 Hz gait cycle. (A) Flexion/extension angle applied to femoral component, (B) axial 
pressure applied to the tibial insert, (C) anterior/posterior translation applied to the tibial insert, 

and (D) internal/external rotation angle applied to the tibial insert.
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Figure 3.11: Sagittal (side) view of the tibial insert and femoral component during 
flexion/extension, showing that the instantaneous center of rotation continuously changes as a 

result of the varying radius of curvature of the condyle of the femoral component. Adapted from 
[1]. The fixed flexion-extension axis used in the knee simulator testing and in the simulation is

also shown.

rotation a continuously moving instantaneous center of rotation exists, because the radius of 

curvature of the femoral condyles varies along the length of the condyles. The flexion-extension 

rotation axis used in the knee simulator and in the finite element model is based on a fixed axis 

approximation of the instantaneous axis of rotation for 30 to 60 degrees of flexion, also shown in 

Figure 3.11.

The fixed flexion-extension rotation axis of the femoral component is determined in 

SolidWorks following the guidelines listed in the ISO standard 14243-1, section 3.6 [23], A CAD 

model of the femoral component is placed into contact with a horizontal plane. Figure 3.12 

illustrates how the longitudinal axis of the femoral component is then angled to 30 degrees 

(Figure 3.12 A) and 60 degrees (Figure 3.12 B) relative to the normal of the horizontal plane.
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A

Figure 3.12: Medial view of left knee femoral component and contacting plane for creation of 
femoral flexion axis based on contact normals at 30 and 60 degrees of femoral flexion. (A) 

Normal lines are found at 30 degrees and (B) 60 degrees of flexion between longitudinal axis of 
femoral component and the normal to the horizontal plane. (C) The point of intersection of the 30 

degree and 60 degree contact normal lines (marked by black dot) defines the fixed femoral
flexion-extension rotation axis.

Flexion angle = 30rt_

Medial contact normal

Longitudinal 
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component
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This mimics femoral flexion to 30 and 60 degrees. For both flexion angles a contact normal, i.e., 

a line orthogonal to the contact plane and originating in the contact point, is drawn for both the 

medial and lateral femoral condyle. Figure 3.12 C shows that the two medial contact normal lines 

intersect. The flexion-extension axis is then determined by connecting the intersection of the 

medial and lateral contact normals.

Figure 3.13 shows the reference point RP1,  which is used to create flexion and extension 

of the femoral component, placed on the fixed femoral component flexion-extension axis. RP1 is 

rigidly attached via a kinematic constraint to a second reference point, RP2,  located on the 

femoral component. When a flexion-extension angle is specified, RP1 rotates on its x-axis, which 

is collinear with the femoral component flexion-extension axis, to the specified angle. A 

kinematic constraint specifying the magnitude and direction of displacement of RP1 is used to 

constrain the femoral component to rotate about the flexion-extension axis. Figure 3.14 shows the 

kinematic constraint applied to the tibial insert reference point. Reference point RP1,  located on 

the tibial insert loading axis at the tibial insert's v-dircction center of rotation, is rigidly attached

Figure 3.13: Femoral flexion constraint (left knee, anterior-lateral view). Reference point RP2,  
indicated by a black “X,” is rigidly attached to the femoral component. RP2  is also rigidly 

attached via a kinematic constraint (dashed line) to RP1,  indicated by a second black “X,” which 
is located at the femoral component fixed flexion-extension axis.
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Tibial loading axis

l
( z-axis of RP 1 points out of page )

Figure 3.14: Tibial insert displacement and rotation constraint (left knee, anterior view). 
Reference point RP 1, indicated by a black “X,” is rigidly attached via a kinematic constraint (set

of dashed lines) to the base of the tibial insert.

via a kinematic constraint to the base of the tibial insert. This kinematic constraint controls the 

internal-external and varus-valgus rotation and anterior-posterior and positive-negative axial 

translation.

The internal-external rotation axis of the tibial insert corresponds to the axis along which 

the axial load acts on the tibial insert. Figure 3.15 shows the tibial insert loading axis, which is 

defined in ISO standard 14243-1 [23] as being parallel to the center axis of the tibial insert and 

offset medially from the center axis by 0.07w ± 0.0Iw, where w is the width of the tibial insert 

(Figure 3.15 A). The tibial loading axis is also used to define the anterior-posterior translation of 

the tibial insert relative to the flexion-extension axis of the femoral component. Figure 3.15 B 

shows the anterior-posterior position of the axis relative to the tibial insert. The anterior-posterior 

displacement is measured as the perpendicular distance between the tibial insert loading axis and 

the femoral component flexion-extension axis, with the anterior and posterior directions being in
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Tibial insert 
Tibial insert center axis

Tibial insert axial 
load axis

Figure 3.15: Tibial insert loading axis position relative to the tibial insert in a left prosthetic knee 
joint. (A) Anterior view of the tibial insert loading axis relative to the center axis. (B) Medial 

view of the femoral component-tibial insert assembly with the tibial insert loading axis visible as
dashed line.

reference to the tibial insert's coordinate system and, thus, the direction changes with the rotation 

of the tibial insert about the tibial force axis. Figure 3.16 shows the neutral reference position for 

the anterior-posterior translation axes. The femoral component flexion-extension and tibial insert 

loading axis allow the position of the two components relative to each other at each point in the 

gait cycle to be fully defined. In all cases the translations and rotations are described relative to 

the neutral position, described in ISO 14243-1 as the position where the femoral component is 

fully seated in the tibial insert and both components are in static equilibrium under axial loading
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Neutral anterior-posterior alignment of tibial insert loading axis and fixed 
flexion-extension rotation axis

Figure 3.16: Medial view of the reference axes for anterior-posterior translation of the (left) tibial 
insert in neutral position. The asterisk represents the fixed flexion-extension axis, which is 

oriented normal to the page. The dashed black line represents the tibial force axis.

This position is achieved within SolidWorks by seating the femoral component with a 

fixed tibial insert while using simulated contact to prevent component overlap. Contact is 

specified as “general contact.” For the “general contact” type, specific contact surfaces are not 

specified in Abaqus. Rather, all surfaces on both components are examined for contact at each 

iteration of the analysis. The tangential behavior is modeled as frictionless contact. This approach 

has been commonly used in research documented in the literature [17,41,42,52,53], as the 

coefficient of friction of UHMWPE on Cobalt-chromium is small, with measured values on the 

order of 0.04 and ranging between 0.01 and 0.07 [3,13,16,34], Since displacement is controlled 

by the boundary conditions for anterior-posterior and medial-lateral translation, the influence of 

friction can be neglected with regard to its effect on tibial insert and femoral component motion 

under the applied loading. The effect of friction on contact pressure is assumed to be negligible, 

as the coefficient of friction in prosthetic knee joint contact simulations has been found to have a 

minimal impact on total contact pressure [16], “Hard contact” pressure-overclosure enforcement,



in which penetration of the contacting parts is minimized and no tension is transferred across the 

contact interface, is used to control the contact between the tibial insert and femoral component in 

the normal contact direction.

3.2.4 Convergence

An explicit solver is selected to economically solve the dynamic finite element model. To 

evaluate model convergence, the initial mesh is selectively refined throughout the contact region 

between the tibial insert and femoral component, until the maximum von Mises stress does not 

change by more than 3% between subsequent mesh refinements. Figure 3.17 shows the initial 

mesh, which uses an average element length of 5.0 mm for the tibial insert and 1.0 mm for the 

femoral component. The tibial insert mesh is locally refined for each convergence analysis, while 

the rigid-body femoral component mesh is preserved at the same refinement. The tibial insert 

mesh refinement uses both surface and cell mesh partitioning to preserve good mesh quality 

based on element aspect ratios and face angles. The number of poorly-shaped elements in the 

region of interest is minimized for each refinement. Figure 3.18 shows the final mesh that 

delivered converged stress results. Each refined mesh is applied to an abridged convergence study 

simulation to reduce computational time. This abridged simulation solves a section of the gait 

cycle during which maximum stress is expected based on an initial full-length stance phase trial 

with the course mesh. The convergence study uses the linear elastic UHMWPE material model.

We obtain a converged solution for a refined mesh with element lengths of 0.625 mm in 

the region of interest (highest strain and stress) and 2  mm globally throughout the tibial insert. 

The maximum von Mises contact stress observed at this mesh refinement is 79.61 MPa and 

changes by only 2.9%, to a maximum contact stress value of 77.34 MPa, for a doubled mesh 

density in the region of interest. The converged solution for the abbreviated refinement simulation 

is validated via comparison to the maximum contact stress magnitude as calculated using a 

Hertzian contact model.
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Figure 3.17: Initial model mesh for (left knee) tibial insert and femoral component. (A) The mesh 
of the tibial insert, which is refined in subsequent analysis. (B) The mesh of the femoral 

component mesh, which is maintained constant throughout the study.

n <

Figure 3.18: Final refined mesh for the tibial insert. (A) Anterior view and (B) top view showing 
location of refinement. (C) Cut-away view of refinement through depth along the line marked in

(B), lateral view of cut.



3.2.4.1 Hertz Contact Verification

The Hertz contact theory is applicable to elastic contact of two curved surfaces loaded 

against each other along their contact normal. The following conditions must hold true: 1) The 

surfaces in contact are continuous and nonconforming, i.e., the bodies contact only at a single 

point or line prior to deformation and, once loaded, the radius of the contact area remains much 

smaller than the dimensions of the contacting bodies, 2 ) the strains are small and remain within 

the linear deformation threshold of the contacting materials, 3) each contacting body can be 

considered an elastic half-space loaded over a small elliptical contact area, and 4) the surfaces of 

the contacting bodies are frictionless, thus transmitting only a normal component of contact 

pressure [54]. Although the contact between the femoral component condyles and tibial insert 

condyles cannot be classified as a true Hertz contact, this model provides a reasonable 

approximation of the contact situation occurring within the prosthetic knee joint.

The parameters used in the Hertzian contact model approximate those of the prosthetic 

knee joint when maximum stress occurs. The contact between the tibial insert and femoral 

component is approximated as 1 ) a single condyle-condyle contact with the entire load through 

the prosthetic knee joint applied to the single condylar contact, and 2 ) a symmetric double 

condyle-condyle contact with half the total load applied to the single condyle-condyle contact.

The first and second principal radii of curvature for the femoral ellipsoid are based on the 

sagittal and frontal radii of curvature of the femoral component. Two possible radii exist in the 

sagittal plane. The large radius associated with the anterior portion of the femoral component is 

selected because this section of the femoral component is in contact at the 16 degrees of flexion 

when maximum stress occurs in the gait cycle simulation. Thus, the radius of curvature of the 

first principal axis is 27.6 mm while that of the second principal axis is 21.0 mm. The 

corresponding tibial insert condyle is approximated as an ellipsoid with radii along the first and 

second principal axes of negative 71.9 mm and 32.5 mm, respectively. The material properties 

used for the femoral and tibial ellipsoids are given in Table 3.1.
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Equation (3.19) is used to calculate the maximum pressure p 0 between the femoral 

ellipsoid and tibial ellipsoid under normal load F.

3F

where a and b are calculated as
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where E 1, v1 and E2, v2 are the material properties of the femoral component and tibial insert, 

respectively. Coefficients f  and g  are selected from a table of coefficients based on the value of Q  

[55].
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where a is the angle, in degrees, between the major radii of the two ellipsoids. X, X u and X 2 used 

in Equation (3.20), (3.21), and (3.24) are calculated as
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where ru , r2  r2h and r22 are the major and minor radii for the femoral and tibial ellipsoids.
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A force of 1911.91 N, equal to the applied axial load on the tibial insert when the 

maximum tibial insert subsurface stress of 79.61 MPa occurs during the convergence simulation, 

is used as the normal force on the tibial ellipsoid. For the single condyle-condyle approximation 

the entire load is applied, while half of the load is applied for the double condyle-condyle contact 

approximation. The Hertz contact stress is compared to the maximum stress during each mesh 

refinement of the convergence study. Figure 3.19 shows the converged solution of local von 

Mises stress magnitude within the medial condyle of the tibial insert at the point in the 

abbreviated simulation when the maximum von Mises stress of 79.61 MPa is reached.

Table 3.3 lists the results for both contact scenarios and for two finite element 

simulations. Finite element simulation 1 is the abbreviated refinement simulation. Finite element 

simulation 2 is identical to the first except for a modification to the boundary conditions

von Mises stress 
[Pa]

_  +7.961e+07 
+7.299e+07 
+6.636e+07 
+5.973e+07 
+5.310e+07 
+4.647e+07 
+3.985e+07 
+3.322e+07 
+2.659e+07 
+1.996e+07 
+1.333e+07 

J  +6.706e+06 
•  +7.814e+04

Femoral component

Tibial insert

Figure 3.19: Local von Mises stress when maximum stress occurs during the abbreviated 
convergence trial, finite element simulation 1. View shows lateral view of anterior-posterior 

cross-section of medial condyle of tibial insert.
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Table 3.3: Hertz stress results for the two extremes of possible loading conditions in comparison 
to maximum von Mises stress during finite element simulation.

Contact condition
Hertz contact 

stress 
[MPa]

Maximum von Mises 
stress from finite 

element simulation 1 

[MPa]

Maximum von Mises 
stress from finite 

element simulation 1 

[MPa]

Single condyle-condyle 
contact 53.59

79.61 76.46Double condyle- 
condyle contact 42.54

in which the anterior-posterior and internal-external displacements are set to zero and only the 

axial force contributes to the contact stress. Comparison between the contact stress results from 

finite element simulations 1 and 2 , demonstrates the contribution of the anterior-posterior and 

internal-external displacements to the magnitude of the contact stress.

The maximum von Mises stress is on the same order of magnitude as both Hertz 

predictions for maximum contact stress, with the finite element simulation result being higher by 

approximately 23 and 26 MPa for the single condyle-condyle contact condition and 

approximately 34 and 37 MPa for the double condyle-condyle contact condition, for finite 

element simulations 1 and 2, respectively. In the finite element simulations, the condyles are not 

precisely elliptical. Consequently, the femoral condyle to tibial insert condyle contact region is 

not perfectly approximated by an elliptical contact region. In the finite element simulations, 

contact between the femoral condyle and tibial condyle occurs on the more vertically sloped 

region at the base of the tibial insert stabilizing post and outer condyle edges rather than 

exclusively within the region centered on the apex of the concave condylar surface, resulting in 

two separate contact regions per condyle and contact radii different than those predicted by the 

Hertz contact model. This difference in contact geometry between the finite element simulation 

and the Hertz model may account for the difference in calculated maximum contact stress



magnitude between the finite element simulation and Hertz solution.

The von Mises stress magnitude plot in Figure 3.19 illustrates that the location of the 

maximum von Mises stress exists a short distance below the surface, as predicted by the Hertz 

solution. The combination of mesh refinement and comparison with an analytical solution 

provide confidence that the numerical simulation provides a converged solution.

3.3 Simulation Results

Figure 3.20 shows a plot of the maximum von Mises stress for each output frame of the 

full-length stance phase linear elastic UHMWPE material model simulation as a function of time. 

Figure 3.21 shows a plot of the corresponding von Mises maximum stress values for the linear 

viscoelastic UHMWPE material model simulation. Each plot contains the maximum von Mises 

stress that occurs in the tibial insert, the maximum subsurface von Mises stress in the medial 

condyle of the tibial insert, and the maximum von Mises stress in the lateral condyle of the tibial 

insert, for each output frame (i.e., the twenty 0.0305-second intervals that make up the 0.61 

second simulation). The precise values for the linear elastic and linear viscoelastic simulations are 

listed in Appendix D.

During multiple simulation output frames the maximum von Mises stress throughout the 

insert is a result of artificial surface stress maxima. First, the depth at which each maximum stress 

occurs is compared to the expected depth as predicted by the Hertz contact approximation of the 

condyle-condyle contact, and by other works in the literature. Similar finite element simulation 

studies of prosthetic knee joint contact during gait documented maximum shear and von Mises 

stress occurring at a 1-2 mm depth below the surface of the tibial insert [43,56]. Hertz theory 

supports these findings, predicting a maximum contact stress at 0.48a, where a is the radius of the 

contact area of Hertzian contact.

For the femoral-tibial condyle contact approximation, a = 4.56 mm, corresponding to a 

maximum von Mises stress location depth of 2.19 mm. Hence, we categorize high stress values at
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Figure 3.20: Maximum von Mises stress in the tibial insert as a function of time during the finite 

element stance phase simulation. UHMWPE is modeled using a linear elastic material model.
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Figure 3.21: Maximum von Mises stress in the tibial insert as a function of time during the finite 
element stance phase simulation. UHMWPE is modeled using a linear viscoelastic material

model.



and immediately below the surface (< 0.5 mm depth) as numerical artifacts. Figure 3.22 shows 

subsurface and surface von Mises stress magnitudes within the tibial insert to illustrate this effect. 

The von Mises stress maxima observed on the surface of the tibial insert, magnified in Figure 

3.22 insets A and B, are extremely localized relative to the larger regions over which other stress 

magnitudes occur, and are highly discontinuous with surrounding stress magnitudes. The depth of 

the artificial maximum stress, based on the scale shown in Figure 3.22 inset B, confirms that the 

stress artifact is near the surface, at a depth that is unrealistic according to the Hertz contact 

approximation and results described in the literature.

von Mises stress 
[Pa]

_+ 1 .247e+ 08  
+1.143e+08 
+1.040e+08 
+9.359e+07 
+8.322e+07 
+7.285e+07 
+6.248e+06 
+5.210e+07 
+4.173e+07 
+3.136e+07 
+2.099e+07 

®+1.062e+07 
® +2.545e+05

Tibial insert

Figure 3.22: Subsurface and surface von Mises stress maxima within the tibial insert. 
Inset A shows a subsurface stress maximum, where the actual maximum contact stress occurs. 

Inset B shows an artificial stress maximum at the surface of tibial insert.



Figure 3.23 shows examples of the maximum subsurface von Mises stress from the 

beginning (0.1525 s), middle (0.4575 s), and end (0.6100 s) of the stance phase simulation 

(subfigures A, B, and C, respectively). In each case the subsurface maximum von Mises stress is 

located in the posterior portion of the medial tibial insert condyle. The stress contours for these 

subsurface localized stress magnitudes are continuous and the depth of the maximum stress is 

approximately constant, indicating that the condyle-condyle contact area is similar during each 

segment of the stance phase simulation.

The maximum subsurface von Mises stress within the tibial insert medial condyle and the 

maximum subsurface von Mises stress within the tibial insert lateral condyle is recorded for each 

output frame (0.0305 s increments) for stance-phase simulations using the linear elastic and the 

linear viscoelastic UHMWPE material model. Figure 3.24 plots the maximum subsurface von 

Mises stress magnitude at each output frame of the stance phase simulation for the medial (Figure 

3.24 A) and lateral (Figure 3.24 B) tibial insert condyles. The results demonstrate that the medial 

condyle contact stress is consistently higher than the lateral condyle contact stress for both the 

linear elastic and linear viscoelastic material models. In addition, the maximum stress magnitude 

within each condyle consistently exceeds the yield stress of the material of 21 MPa [57], marked 

by the shaded region in each plot. This indicates that consideration of the plastic response of the 

UHMWPE is important under the knee simulator loading conditions modeled here.

3.3.1 Comparison of Linear Elastic and Linear Viscoelastic Model 

von Mises Stress Results

Figures 3.25 and 3.26 show the von Mises stress at 0.061 and 0.366 s from the linear 

elastic and linear viscoelastic simulations. These stress plots illustrate instances during the gait 

cycle simulation in which the maximum von Mises stress magnitude and location for the linear 

elastic and linear viscoelastic materials models are visibly different (Figure 3.25) and 

approximately equal (Figure 3.26). Figure 3.26 is representative of the majority of the simulation,
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von Mises stress
[Pa]

+6.291e+07 
+5.769e+07 
+5.247e+07 
+4.725e+07 
+4.203e+07 
+3.682e+07 
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+2.638e+07 
+2.116e+07 
+ 1.595e+07 
+ 1.073e+07 
+5.512e+06 
+2.943e+05

B
von Mises stress

[Pa]
+7.216e+07 
+6.616e+07 
+6.016e+07 
+5.416e+07 
+4.816e+07 
+4.216e+07 
+3.616e+07 
+3.016e+07 
+2.416e+07 
+ 1.816e+07 
+ 1.216e+07 
+6.160e+06 
+ 1.596e+05

von Mises stress
[Pa]

+4.023e+07 
+3.688e+07 
+3.354e+07 
+3.020e+07 
+2.686e+07 
+2.351e+07 
+2.017e+07 
+ 1.683e+07 
+ 1.349e+07 
+ 1.014e+07 
+6.802e+06 
+3.460e+06 
+ 1.175e+05

Figure 3.23: Cross-sectional view showing subsurface von Mises stress in the posterior portion of 
the medial condyle of the modeled tibial insert from the A) beginning (0.1525 s), B) middle 

(0.4575 s), and C) end (0.6100 s) of the stance phase contact simulation.
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Time [seconds]

Time [seconds]

Figure 3.24: Maximum von Mises contact stress as a function of time for linear elastic and linear 
viscoelastic UHMWPE material models for (A) medial condyle (B) lateral condyle. Overall 

maximum von Mises stress magnitude for each material model is labeled. The yield stress (av =
21 MPa) is indicated.
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von Mises stress
[Pa]

+5.000e+07 
+3.990e+07 
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Figure 3.25: Tibial insert von Mises stress at 0.061 seconds of the stance phase simulation. (A) 
Top view for the linear elastic model. (B) Top view for the linear viscoelastic model. (C) Cut

away view of the subsurface von Mises stress for the linear elastic model. (D) Cut-away view for
the linear viscoelastic model.
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Figure 3.26: Tibial insert von Mises stress results at 0.366 seconds of the stance phase simulation, 
at which point maximum stress between the linear elastic and viscoelastic material models were 

approximately equal. (A) Top view of the linear elastic model. (B) Top view of linear viscoelastic 
model. (C) Cut-away view of the subsurface von Mises stress for the linear elastic model. (D) 

Cut-away view for the linear viscoelastic model.
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as similar stress is observed for both material models throughout the gait cycle, as already shown 

in Figure 3.24. The difference between the maximum subsurface von Mises stress magnitude 

between both material models is listed in Table 3.4. The average difference in subsurface 

maximum von Mises stress is less than 1.00 MPa for both condyles, while the root mean square 

difference reaches a maximum value of 4.09 MPa, nearly 8 % of the lateral condyle overall 

maximum von Mises stress magnitude.

Figure 3.27 shows the trajectory of the maximum von Mises stress in the medial condyle 

during the stance phase simulation for the linear elastic (Figure 3.27 A) and linear viscoelastic 

(Figure 3.27 B) UHMWPE models. The precise locations of the subsurface maximum von Mises 

stress are marked for each output frame, with the dashed line path connecting the maxima in 

order of occurrence. We observe that for both material models the maximum von Mises stress is 

concentrated in the posterior-medial region of the tibial insert for the majority of the simulated 

stance phase. Figure 3.28 illustrates the subsurface areas over which the von Mises stress exceeds

Table 3.4: Differences in maximum von Mises stress for simulations using the linear elastic and 
linear viscoelastic material models. * Normalized to overall (both condyles) maximum,

**normalized to condyle maximum.

Medial condyle Lateral condyle

Maximum difference in maximum von Mises stress 
between linear elastic and linear viscoelastic material 
models 
[MPa]

4.38 1 0 . 1 2

Average difference in maximum von Mises stress over 
0.61 s stance phase simulation between the two 
material models 
[MPa]

-0.17 0.96

Root mean square (RMS) difference in maximum von 
Mises stress over 0.61 s stance phase simulation 
between the two material models 
[MPa]

2 . 0 1 4.09

RMS difference as percentage of overall maximum 
subsurface von Mises stress 
[%]

2.52 %*
2.52 %**

5.12 %* 
7.96 % **
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B

Figure 3.27: Top view of the maximum von Mises stress locations (white dots) in the medial 
condyle of the (left) tibial insert during the stance phase. The black dashed line indicates the 
sequence in which the discrete frame stress maxima occur. (A) Maximum von Mises stress 

locations for the linear elastic model. (B) Maximum von Mises stress locations for the linear
viscoelastic model.

the yield stress of the material, which is one predictor of UHMWPE damage.

The stress used for the yield threshold is 21 MPa, based on data from nonirradiated GUR 

1050 at 37°C [57], Figure 3.28 A shows the yield stress exceeding areas for the linear elastic 

model, while Figure 3.28 B shows the analogous results for the linear viscoelastic model. Figure 

3.28 C illustrates the similarity in the size and location of the yield stress exceeding areas 

between the simulations using the linear elastic and linear viscoelastic UHMWPE material 

models by outlining the overlapping areas where the yield stress is exceeded for both material 

models. The overlapping areas represent 81% of the total area over which the yield stress is 

exceeded for the superimposed material model plots. Regions in Figure 3.28 C where no overlap 

occurs demonstrate that differences exist in the location and size of the yield stress exceeding 

area between the linear elastic model and linear viscoelastic model simulations. This 

demonstrates that there is some effect on stress prediction due to the material model, as expected.
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A Number of occurrences of von Mises
stress > the yield stress in single location

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+

B Number of occurrences of von Mises 
stress > the yield stress in single location

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8+

C

Medial

Anterior

Figure 3.28: Top view of left tibial insert modeled with a linear elastic and linear viscoelastic 
material model with von Mises stress magnitudes in excess of the yield stress (> 21 MPa [57]) 

marked in shaded regions. (A) The von Mises stress results from the linear elastic model. (B) The 
von Mises stress results of the linear viscoelastic material model. Partially transparent shaded 
regions are created for each output frame and then superimposed such that darker areas (more 

opaque) indicate multiple output frames where that region is stressed in excess of the yield stress, 
while lighter (more transparent) regions indicate fewer frames at which that region is stressed in 
excess of the yield stress. (C) The areas at which the yield stress is exceeded for the linear elastic 

(light orange) and linear viscoelastic (black) material model simulations superimposed for 
comparison. The hatched regions represent regions in which the linear elastic and viscoelastic

model results overlap.
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CHAPTER 4

COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATIONS

In this chapter we evaluate how accurately the local stress in the tibial insert simulated 

with the finite element model (Chapter 3) predicts the fatigue crack damage observed in the knee 

simulator tested tibial insert (Chapter 2). The applied loading and kinematics are identical in the 

mechanical knee simulator testing and finite element simulations. The capability of von Mises, 

principal, and shear stress maxima for predicting fatigue crack damage are examined. Figure 4.1 

illustrates the experimentally measured fatigue crack damage contour superimposed with the 

locations of the maximum von Mises stress results within the tibial insert for each of the twenty 

output frames during the stance phase of the gait cycle, for the linear elastic (Figure 4.1 A) and 

linear viscoelastic (Figure 4.1 B) UHMWPE material models. The twenty output frames are 

spaced 0.0305-second time intervals apart. We observe that for both material models the 

maximum von Mises stress occurs in the posterior-medial region of the tibial insert for the 

majority of the simulated stance phase. The maximum von Mises stress within the tibial insert for 

the first two output frames, which occur at 0.0305 and 0.0610 seconds out of the total 0.6100- 

second simulation, are situated at the most anterior edge of the measured fatigue crack damage 

region for each UHMWPE material model simulation. However, von Mises stress magnitudes up 

to 80 MPa occur elsewhere in the tibial insert during the latter part of the stance phase, indicating 

that maximum von Mises alone is insufficient for predicting fatigue crack damage.

Figure 4.2 shows the subsurface areas for which the von Mises stress exceeds the yield 

stress of the material, for the linear elastic model (Figure 4.2 A), and the linear viscoelastic model
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A

Figure 4.1: Top view of the maximum von Mises stress locations (colored dots) in the medial 
condyle of the (left) tibial insert stance phase with the experimentally measured fatigue crack 

damage contour superimposed. The black line and arrowheads indicate the sequence in which the 
von Mises stress maxima occur. (A) The maximum von Mises stress locations for the linear 

elastic model. (B) The maximum von Mises stress locations for the linear viscoelastic model.

(Figure 4.2 B), respectively. The subsurface areas were recorded at the depth at which the yield 

stress-exceeding subsurface area is largest, between approximately 1 and 3 mm below the 

surface. Partially transparent shaded regions, depicting the locations where the local von Mises 

stress exceeds the yields stress, are created for each output frame of the simulation and then 

superimposed for the entire stance phase. Darker areas (more opaque) indicate multiple output 

frames for which that region exceeds the yield stress, while lighter (more transparent) regions
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Figure 4.2: Top view of left tibial insert and experimentally determined fatigue crack damage 
contour superimposed with the magnitude of the simulated von Mises stress in excess of the yield 
stress (> 21 MPa [1]) for each output frame. (A) Linear elastic model and (B) linear viscoelastic

material model.



indicate fewer frames for which that region exceeds the yield stress. The experimentally 

determined fatigue crack damage contour is superimposed on each plot. Figure 4.2 illustrates that 

this method is only partially predictive of fatigue crack damage. While the fatigue crack damage 

region is identified by the simulation as a region where the von Mises stress exceeds the yield 

stress, other regions of the tibial insert also experience multiple instances where the von Mises 

stress exceeds the yield stress, indicated by darkly shaded regions in the nondamaged region of 

the tibial insert. We also observe that the predictions of the linear elastic and linear viscoelastic 

model are quite similar.

Figure 4.3 shows the magnitude of the maximum principal stress in the medial condyle of 

the tibial insert for each of the twenty output frames of the stance phase simulation. The 

experimentally measured fatigue crack damage contour is superimposed on the simulation results. 

Only the viscoelastic model results are shown because of the similarity of the results for both 

UHMWPE material models. Figure 4.3 A shows the maximum compressive (negative) principal 

stress locations. The highest magnitude compressive stress occurs in the posterior portion of the 

medial condyle at approximately 5.7 mm and 9.5 mm lateral to the most lateral point on the 

fatigue crack damage contour.

In contrast, the maximum tensile (positive) principal stress locations shown in Figure 4.3 

B illustrate that the locations of the maximum principal tensile stress are clustered near the 

posterior portion of the fatigue crack damage contour, approximately 2.9 mm lateral to and 2.1 

mm anterior to the most lateral point of the posterior portion of the fatigue crack damage contour. 

These principal stress maxima have magnitudes up to 140 MPa, substantially higher than the 

maxima seen elsewhere in the medial condyle. A maximum principal stress with a relatively high 

magnitude (> 94.8 MPa) also occurs, during a single instance during the stance phase, near the 

anterior portion of the fatigue crack damage contour at 1.5 mm lateral to and 1.8 mm anterior to 

the most lateral point on the anterior edge of the fatigue crack damage contour (yellow dot). The 

maximum principal stress that occurs near the fatigue crack damage is of significantly greater
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Figure 4.3: Top view of the maximum principal stress locations (colored dots) from each output 
frame in the medial condyle of the (left) tibial insert during the stance phase with the 

experimentally measured fatigue crack damage contour superimposed. (A) The maximum 
compressive principal stress locations, and (B) maximum tensile principal stress locations, both

for the linear viscoelastic model.



magnitude, between 79.7 MPa and 140.0 MPa, than the maximum principal stress occurring 

elsewhere in the tibial insert medial condyle, ranging between 4.34 MPa and 34.5 MPa and 

generally not exceeding the yield stress of the UHMWPE.

These results indicate that the maximum principal stress may be a more accurate 

predictor of fatigue crack damage than the von Mises stress, as the maximum principal stress 

locations are concentrated within < 3 mm outside of the experimentally observed fatigue crack 

damage, compared to spread over locations > 5.6 mm from the outer edge of the fatigue crack 

damage for the maximum von Mises stress. The correlation between high tensile principal stress 

and fatigue crack damage is supported by previous results documented in the literature, where the 

predicted locations of high tensile principal stress values occurred near the edges of UHMWPE 

damage induced by a sliding indenter [2 ].

We also examine the relationship between the location of maximum shear stress during 

the stance phase and the location of the fatigue crack damage. Figure 4.4 shows the locations of 

the maximum x-y direction shear stress in the medial condyle of the tibial insert for each output 

frame of the stance phase simulation using the linear viscoelastic model with the experimentally 

measured fatigue crack damage contour superimposed. Maximum shear stress occurs in the 

posterior portion of the medial condyle, with the highest magnitude maximum shear stress during 

the stance phase located at approximately 2.6 mm lateral to and 1.9 mm anterior to the most 

lateral point on the posterior edge of the fatigue crack damage contour. Figure 4.4 B shows the 

locations of maximum x-z direction shear stress for each output frame, located between 3.3 and

5.0 mm lateral to and between 0.8 and 2.1 mm anterior to the most lateral point on the posterior 

edge of the fatigue crack damage contour. Figure 4.4 C shows the locations of the maximum y-z  

direction shear stress for each output frame, located in line with, in the anterior posterior 

direction, and 8.3 mm lateral to, the most lateral point on the posterior edge of the fatigue crack 

damage contour. The plots of the locations of maximum x-y and x-z shear stress for each output 

frame exhibit clustering of the maximum shear stress locations within < 5 mm from the
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Figure 4.4: Top view of the maximum shear stress locations (colored dots) from each output 
frame for the linear viscoelastic material model in the medial condyle of the (left) tibial insert 

during the stance phase with the experimentally measured fatigue crack damage contour 
superimposed. (A) The maximum x-y direction shear stress locations. (B) The maximum x-z 

direction shear stress locations. (C) The maximum y-z  direction shear stress locations.
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fatigue crack damage contour, while the locations of maximum y-z  shear stress are spread over 

the posterior portion of the medial condyle.

These high shear stress magnitudes may contribute to the development of the fatigue 

crack damage, as has been suggested previously in the literature [3,4]. Bartel et al. [4] observed 

that the depth of the maximum shear stress, 1 - 2  mm subsurface, is associated with the depth at 

which initiation of subsurface cracks in tibial inserts occurs. In this work the initiation location of 

the subsurface fatigue crack damage is unknown. Further analysis is necessary to determine 

whether the location of the high shear stress maxima corresponds to the location of fatigue crack 

initiation.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

5.1 Conclusions

The goals of this work were to: (1) quantify fatigue crack damage in polyethylene tibial 

inserts and (2) develop a corresponding finite element model to predict fatigue cracking. For the 

first objective a fatigue crack damage measurement technique was developed based on 

transillumination to highlight fatigue crack damage and image processing to identify and measure 

fatigue crack damage areas. This technique was tested on two tibial inserts. It was determined that 

this technique allows fatigue crack damage to be successfully identified and measured for the 

range of fatigue crack damage present in the two tested tibial inserts.

This technique presents a precise, objective method for measuring subsurface fatigue 

crack damage and improves on existing techniques due to its usability for subsurface damage 

measurement and reduced reliance on manual damage identification and measurement. The 

precision of this measurement process is within 1 mm2 based on the scale bar used in capturing 

the images. The use of an edge detection and cubic spline-fitting algorithm to measure the fatigue 

crack damage area reduces the subjectivity present in other image-based wear identification 

methods. The accuracy has been evaluated qualitatively but has not yet been quantitatively 

assessed based on previously validated methods, as suggested for future work.

A dynamic finite element model of the tibial insert and femoral component during a 

single stance phase of the knee simulator testing was created and two UHMWPE material 

models, linear elastic and linear viscoelastic, were tested to simulate local stress in the tibial insert



during the stance phase of the gait cycle. The results of the two simulations demonstrate that 

including viscoelastic effects influences both the magnitude and location of the predicted 

maximum stress in the tibial insert.

We determined that there was a root mean square difference of 2.52% of the overall 

maximum von Mises stress magnitude for the twenty output frame von Mises stress maxima 

between the linear elastic and linear viscoelastic material models. Although the root mean square 

difference was small, the maximum differences of 4.38 MPa in the medial condyle and 10.12 

MPa in the lateral condyle, or 5.49% and 21.0%, respectively, of the overall maximum in the 

respective condyles using the linear viscoelastic model, indicates that the material model has a 

substantial impact on the magnitude of the maximum von Mises stress. The locations of the von 

Mises stress magnitudes in excess of the yield stress were similar, with an 81% overlap between 

the areas over which the yield stress is exceeded between the linear elastic and linear viscoelastic 

material model simulations.

In addition, the results of the two simulations indicate that the plastic behavior of 

UHMWPE above the yield stress of the material is important for the knee simulator loading 

conditions simulated in this work. The von Mises stress maxima for both the linear elastic and 

linear viscoelastic material model simulations were well above the 21 MPa yield stress of the 

UHMWPE for the majority of the stance phase simulation. Because permanent plastic 

deformation is not accounted for, the linear elastic and linear viscoelastic models under-predict 

the UHMWPE deformation in regions where the yield stress is exceeded. This results in under

prediction of the contact area and over-prediction of contact stress.

Finally, it was determined that the magnitude of the local von Mises stress by itself is 

insufficient for predicting fatigue crack damage. However, maximum tensile principal stress and 

shear stress were predictive of fatigue crack damage, with maxima for each occurring in close 

proximity, at distances of < 3 mm and < 5 mm, respectively, to the experimentally determined 

fatigue crack damage contour.
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5.2 Future Work

Further validation of the transillumination-based imaging and fatigue crack damage 

measurement technique is needed to confirm its robustness and accuracy. Although this technique 

performed well for the two specimens examined in this work, the method has not been validated 

for more than a small range of fatigue crack damage characteristics.

One specific validation necessary to confirm the accuracy and robustness of the fatigue 

crack imaging and measurement method is to confirm the location and depth of the subsurface 

crack by a previously validated method, such as micro-CT or thin-slice microscopy. It should be 

confirmed that fatigue crack damage existing at a depth of 1 - 2  mm subsurface is detectable using 

the imaging method developed in this work. Because the majority of fatigue cracks initiate and 

grow at this depth within the tibial insert the ability to detect fatigue cracks at this depth is 

critical. This validation would also allow the location of the fatigue crack initiation to be 

confirmed and compared to the modeled tensile principal stress maxima and shear stress maxima, 

adding additional support to the correlation between high tensile and shear stress magnitudes and 

fatigue crack damage.

The results of this work indicate that finite element modeling has the potential for 

predicting fatigue crack damage. However, the stress results for the stance phase simulation, with 

maximum von Mises stress magnitudes consistently in excess of the UHMWPE yield stress, 

suggest that consideration of the plastic behavior of UHMWPE is necessary for accurate 

prediction of the maximum von Mises, principal, and shear stress during the stance phase 

simulation under knee simulator loading conditions. The simulations performed with the linear 

elastic and linear viscoelastic UHMWPE material models likely under-predict strain and over

predict maximum von Mises stress.

This weakness will be addressed by performing a third simulation of the stance phase 

using a linear elastic perfectly plastic UHMWPE material model. The perfectly plastic material 

model is selected over other isotropic plasticity models based on the lack of available plastic
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stress-strain data for the specific UHMWPE used in this work. The linear elastic perfectly plastic 

material model simulation can be performed using the measured material parameters listed in 

Table 3.1 and a yield stress of 21 MPa [57]. This third material model will allow the influence of 

permanent plastic deformation at stress in excess of the yield stress to be evaluated. More 

accurate simulation of the UHMWPE behavior at stress in excess of the yield stress will provide a 

more accurate picture of the relationship between simulated tibial insert stress and the 

experimentally observed fatigue crack damage.
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SIMULATOR TESTING
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Table A.1: Flexion-extension angle and pneumatically applied loads during knee simulator testing

Percent of gait Flexion-extension* Axial Anterior- Internal-
cycle angle force posterior* external* torque
[%] [degrees] [N] force [Nm]

[N]

0 0 . 0 0 168 0 . 0 0 0

1 0.17 598 -25.31 -0 . 0 2

2 0.69 1457 -91.56 -0 . 1 0

3 1.53 1887 -173.44 -0 . 2 1

4 2.65 1783 -239.69 -0.35
5 4.00 1531 -265.00 -0.50
6 5.53 1279 -246.43 -0.65
7 7.16 1175 -194.40 -0.79
8 8.84 1270 -119.22 -0.90
9 10.47 1531 -35.78 -0.98
1 0 1 2 . 0 0 1887 39.40 - 1 . 0 0

1 1 13.35 2244 91.43 -0.99
1 2 14.47 2505 1 1 0 . 0 0 -0.96
13 15.31 2600 109.62 -0.90
14 15.83 2570 108.47 -0.83
15 16.00 2482 106.57 -0.73
16 15.96 2342 103.92 -0.62
17 15.83 2160 100.53 -0.48
18 15.61 1947 96.43 -0.33
19 15.32 1719 91.64 -0.16
2 0 14.95 1491 86.18 0.03
2 1 14.51 1279 80.08 0.23
2 2 14.01 1096 73.37 0.44
23 13.45 956 6 6 . 1 0 0.67
24 12.84 8 6 8 58.29 0.91
25 1 2 . 2 0 838 50.00 1.16
26 11.53 848 41.25 1.42
27 10.85 877 32.11 1 . 6 8

28 10.15 925 22.62 1.95
29 9.47 991 12.83 2.23
30 8.80 1072 2.80 2.50
31 8.16 1167 -7.44 2.77
32 7.55 1274 -17.81 3.05
33 6.99 1389 -28.26 3.32
34 6.49 1511 -38.74 3.58
35 6.05 1636 -49.19 3.84
36 5.68 1761 -59.56 4.09
37 5.39 1882 -69.80 4.33
38 5.17 1998 -79.83 4.56
39 5.04 2105 -89.62 4.77
40 5.00 2 2 0 0 -99.11 4.97
41 5.13 2281 -108.25 5.16
42 5.51 2347 -117.00 5.33
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Table A.1: Continued

Percent of gait 
cycle 
[%]

Flexion-extension* Axial 
angle force
[degrees] [N]

Anterior-
posterior*
force
[N]

Internal- 
external* torque 
[Nm]

43 6.14 2394 -125.29 5.48
44 7.02 2424 -133.10 5.62
45 8.13 2434 -140.37 5.73
46 9.47 2409 -147.08 5.83
47 1 1 . 0 2 2336 -153.18 5.90
48 12.76 2217 -158.64 5.96
49 14.69 2059 -163.43 5.99
50 16.78 1867 -167.53 6 . 0 0

51 19.01 1651 -170.92 5.93
52 21.36 1419 -173.57 5.74
53 23.81 1182 -175.47 5.43
54 26.33 950 -176.62 5.01
55 28.90 734 -177.00 4.50
56 31.50 542 -171.40 3.93
57 34.10 384 -155.13 3.31
58 36.67 266 -129.80 2.69
59 39.19 192 -97.88 2.07
60 41.64 168 -62.50 1.50
61 43.99 168 -27.12 0.99
62 46.22 168 4.80 0.57
63 48.31 168 30.13 0.26
64 50.24 168 46.40 0.07
65 51.98 168 52.00 0

6 6 53.53 168 51.90 0

67 54.87 168 51.58 0

6 8 55.98 168 51.06 0

69 56.86 168 50.34 0

70 57.49 168 49.43 0

71 57.87 168 48.32 0

72 58.00 168 47.03 0

73 57.82 168 45.58 0

74 57.27 168 43.97 0

75 56.37 168 42.21 0

76 55.13 168 40.32 0

77 53.56 168 38.32 0

78 51.67 168 36.22 0

79 49.51 168 34.03 0

80 47.08 168 31.79 0

81 44.43 168 29.49 0

82 41.58 168 27.17 0

83 38.58 168 24.83 0

84 35.45 168 22.51 0

85 32.25 168 2 0 . 2 1 0
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Table A.1: Continued

Percent of gait 
cycle 
[%]

Flexion-extension*
angle
[degrees]

Axial
force
[N]

Anterior-
posterior*
force
[N]

Internal- 
external* torque 
[Nm]

8 6 29.00 168 17.97 0

87 25.75 168 15.78 0

8 8 22.55 168 13.68 0

89 19.42 168 1 1 . 6 8 0

90 16.42 168 9.79 0

91 13.57 168 8.03 0

92 10.92 168 6.42 0

93 8.49 168 4.97 0

94 6.33 168 3.68 0

95 4.44 168 2.57 0

96 2.87 168 1 . 6 6 0

97 1.63 168 0.94 0

98 0.73 168 0.42 0

99 0.18 168 0 . 1 0 0

* Positive direction is listed first
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Table B.1: Buffer forces and torques applied during knee simulator testing

Percent of 
gait cycle 
[%]

Right buffer force for
internal-external*
torque
[N]

Left buffer force for
internal-external*
torque
[N]

Total anterior-posterior* 
buffer 
force 
[N]

0 -1.98 -2.87 -144.29
1 -1.38 -2.62 -185.12
2 -0.78 -2.37 -225.94
3 -0.87 -2.07 -249.90
4 -0.96 -1.76 -273.85
5 0.56 -0.74 -273.56
6 2.07 0.29 -273.27
7 1 . 6 8 -0.39 -264.08
8 1.30 -1.06 -254.89
9 -0.37 -1.83 -159.01
1 0 -2.05 -2.59 -63.14
1 1 -2.25 -3.18 -4.58
1 2 -2.44 -3.76 53.97
13 -3.30 -4.17 6 6 . 0 1

14 -4.15 -4.57 78.06
15 -5.82 -4.23 91.33
16 -7.49 -3.89 104.60
17 -8.93 -3.74 117.32
18 -10.36 -3.59 130.05
19 -10.85 -3.76 127.26
2 0 -11.34 -3.93 124.47
2 1 - 1 1 . 2 1 -2.29 115.99
2 2 -11.08 -0.65 107.51
23 -11.42 -0.35 106.27
24 -11.77 -0.05 105.03
25 -12.07 0.42 91.00
26 -12.37 0.90 76.98
27 -12.92 1.57 60.75
28 -13.47 2.24 44.52
29 -14.57 1.91 36.32
30 -15.67 1.57 28.11
31 -14.87 2.70 19.08
32 -14.08 3.82 10.05
33 -13.78 3.86 -0.39
34 -13.47 3.90 -10.84
35 -13.10 3.73 -23.73
36 -12.73 3.56 -36.63
37 - 1 2 . 6 6 3.37 -52.68
38 -12.58 3.19 -68.73
39 -13.24 2.43 -87.56
40 -13.90 1.67 -106.39
41 -13.40 2 . 1 0 -123.08
42 -12.90 2.54 -139.76
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Table B.1: Continued

Percent of 
gait cycle 
[%]

Right buffer force for
internal-external*
torque
[N]

Left buffer force for
internal-external*
torque
[N]

Total anterior-posterior* 
buffer 
force 
[N]

43 -13.51 1.93 -151.11
44 -14.12 1.32 -162.46
45 -13.95 2.25 -151.33
46 -13.78 3.19 -140.21
47 -13.86 3.74 -133.74
48 -13.94 4.30 -127.27
49 -14.60 5.43 -132.64
50 -15.26 6.56 -138.02
51 -15.97 9.16 -146.82
52 -16.68 11.76 -155.62
53 -16.78 15.89 -164.71
54 -16.89 2 0 . 0 1 -173.79
55 -14.97 25.16 -175.23
56 -13.04 30.31 -176.67
57 -11.29 31.29 -174.29
58 -9.53 32.27 -171.91
59 -8.18 29.08 -124.49
60 -6.82 25.90 -77.08
61 -7.88 17.93 -42.51
62 -8.93 9.96 -7.95
63 -10.31 2.73 3.49
64 -11.70 -4.51 14.93
65 - 1 2 . 6 8 -6 . 1 1 11.46
6 6 -13.66 -7.71 7.98
67 -13.30 -7.78 20.60
6 8 -12.95 -7.84 33.23
69 -15.17 -9.06 41.44
70 -17.40 -10.27 49.65
71 -16.61 -9.48 54.38
72 -15.83 -8.69 59.11
73 -15.34 -8.65 54.89
74 -14.85 -8.62 50.67
75 -12.44 -6.61 51.20
76 - 1 0 . 0 2 -4.60 51.73
77 -9.63 -4.26 50.35
78 -9.24 -3.92 48.97
79 -8.64 -3.81 40.81
80 -8.04 -3.70 32.65
81 -7.07 -3.01 28.92
82 -6 . 1 0 -2.32 25.20
83 -5.28 -2 . 2 1 2 2 . 0 1

84 -4.45 -2 . 1 0 18.81
85 -3.04 -1.23 16.22
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Table B.1: Continued

Percent of 
gait cycle 
[%]

Right buffer force for
internal-external*
torque
[N]

Left buffer force for
internal-external*
torque
[N]

Total anterior-posterior* 
buffer 
force 
[N]

8 6 -1.63 -0.36 13.63
87 -2.72 -1.37 11.91
8 8 -3.81 -2.39 1 0 . 2 0

89 -4.42 -2.80 6.27
90 -5.04 -3.21 2.33
91 -4.99 -3.30 -0.54
92 -4.95 -3.40 -3.41
93 -4.44 -2.82 -6.74
94 -3.92 -2.24 -10.07
95 -3.76 -2.07 -14.07
96 -3.60 -1.90 -18.07
97 -2.41 - 1 . 1 0 -37.99
98 - 1 . 2 1 -0.30 -57.91
99 -1.55 -1.56 -100.46

* Positive direction is listed first
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Table C. 1: Displacements and pressure applied to prosthetic knee joint within finite element 
simulation of the knee-simulator stance phase

Time
[s]

Flexion-
extension*
angle
[rad]

Axial
pressure
[Pa]

Anterior-
posterior*
displacement
[m]

Internal-
external*
rotation
[rad]

0 . 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 0 0.00E+00 0 . 0 0

0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 1 574573.37 2.93E-04 0.04
0.005 0 . 0 2 758807.69 2.48E-04 0.03
0.015 0.03 943042.01 2.04E-04 0 . 0 2

0.025 0.04 1003305.33 3.38E-05 0 . 0 1

0.035 0.05 1063568.64 -1.36E-04 0 . 0 0

0.045 0.08 931140.98 -3.24E-04 -0 . 0 1

0.055 0 . 1 1 798713.61 -5.13E-04 -0 . 0 1

0.065 0.14 757464.35 -7.22E-04 -0 . 0 1

0.075 0.17 716215.09 -9.31E-04 -0 . 0 2

0.085 0.19 898132.84 -6.86E-04 -0 . 0 2

0.095 0 . 2 2 1080050.30 -4.42E-04 -0 . 0 2

0.105 0.23 1251664.80 -1.75E-06 -0 . 0 2

0.115 0.25 1423279.29 4.38E-04 -0 . 0 2

0.125 0.26 1483331.36 9.35E-04 -0 . 0 1

0.135 0.27 1543383.73 1.43E-03 -0 . 0 0

0.145 0.28 1483390.68 1.84E-03 0 . 0 1

0.155 0.28 1423397.34 2.24E-03 0 . 0 2

0.165 0.28 1286826.04 2.41E-03 0.03
0.175 0.28 1150254.59 2.58E-03 0.04
0.185 0.28 1011667.75 2.63E-03 0.05
0.195 0.28 873080.92 2.67E-03 0.05
0.205 0.27 758223.67 2.68E-03 0.06
0.215 0.26 643366.12 2.68E-03 0.06
0.225 0.25 589843.93 2.67E-03 0.07
0.235 0.24 536321.45 2.67E-03 0.07
0.245 0.23 519996.30 2.61E-03 0.08
0.255 0 . 2 2 503671.15 2.55E-03 0.08
0.265 0 . 2 0 513992.90 2.46E-03 0.09
0.275 0.19 524314.65 2.37E-03 0 . 1 0

0.285 0.17 550153.11 2.25E-03 0 . 1 1

0.295 0.15 575991.57 2.13E-03 0 . 1 2

0.305 0.14 631892.46 2.10E-03 0 . 1 2

0.315 0.13 687793.49 2.06E-03 0.13
0.325 0 . 1 2 751787.72 2.04E-03 0.13
0.335 0 . 1 2 815781.51 2.02E-03 0.13
0.345 0 . 1 1 884082.54 1.98E-03 0.13
0.355 0 . 1 1 952383.58 1.95E-03 0.13
0.365 0 . 1 0 1022431.95 1.93E-03 0 . 1 2

0.375 0 . 1 0 1092480.47 1.90E-03 0 . 1 2

0.385 0 . 1 0 1159980.77 1.92E-03 0 . 1 2

0.395 0 . 1 0 1227480.77 1.93E-03 0 . 1 2
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Table C.1: Continued

Time
[s]

Flexion-
extension*
angle
[rad]

Axial
pressure
[Pa]

Anterior-
posterior*
displacement
[m]

Internal-
external*
rotation
[rad]

0.405 0 . 1 0 1292960.65 1.97E-03 0 . 1 2

0.415 0 . 1 1 1358440.53 2.02E-03 0 . 1 2

0.425 0 . 1 2 1406592.75 2.07E-03 0 . 1 2

0.435 0.13 1454744.97 2.12E-03 0 . 1 2

0.445 0.15 1467568.94 2.14E-03 0 . 1 2

0.455 0.18 1480392.90 2.16E-03 0 . 1 2

0.465 0 . 2 0 1455757.84 2.06E-03 0 . 1 2

0.475 0.23 1431122.63 1.96E-03 0.13
0.485 0.26 1281214.05 1.81E-03 0.13
0.495 0.30 1131305.33 1.66E-03 0.14
0.505 0.33 977212.87 1.55E-03 0.15
0.515 0.37 823120.41 1.44E-03 0.16
0.525 0.41 707674.85 1.18E-03 0.17
0.535 0.45 592229.14 9.15E-04 0.18
0.545 0.49 512082.69 5.18E-04 0 . 2 0

0.555 0.53 431935.95 1.23E-04 0 . 2 1

0.565 0.58 373453.55 -2.33E-04 0 . 2 1

0.575 0.62 314971.01 -5.88E-04 0 . 2 1

0.585 0.67 260915.38 -5.11E-04 0.19
0.595 0.71 206859.91 -4.35E-04 0.18
0.605 0.75 162385.21 1.99E-04 0.16

* Positive direction is listed first
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Table D.1: Maximum von Mises stress results in the tibial insert, with UHMWPE modeled using 
a linear elastic material model, for the twenty output frames during the finite element simulation 

of the prosthetic knee joint components during the stance phase of walking gait.

Time
[s]

Maximum von Mises 
stress including 
surface maxima 
[MPa]

Maximum subsurface 
von Mises stress, medial 
condyle 
[MPa]

Maximum subsurface 
von Mises stress, lateral 
condyle 
[MPa]

0 0 0 0

0.0305 70.72 43.81 38.45
0.0610 39.73 39.73 32.41
0.0915 60.17 60.17 31.39
0 . 1 2 2 0 74.41 74.41 39.86
0.1525 64.01 64.01 50.61
0.1830 61.97 61.97 42.47
0.2135 79.81 59.98 35.89
0.2440 86.49 53.11 32.22
0.2745 87.18 60.35 30.15
0.3050 88.84 63.23 35.73
0.3355 114.7 69.52 36.96
0.3660 116.5 73.32 40.47
0.3965 129.3 75.85 44.46
0.4270 126.6 76.13 49.28
0.4575 1 2 1 . 6 74.02 51.38
0.4880 124.7 73.69 41.64
0.5185 133.5 76.66 33.12
0.5490 141.6 79.82 21.69
0.5795 141.8 58.35 15.36
0.6100 142.0 39.58 19.57
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Table D.2: Maximum von Mises stress results in the tibial insert, with UHMWPE modeled using 
a linear viscoelastic material model, for the twenty output frames during the finite element 
simulation of the prosthetic knee joint components during the stance phase of walking gait.

Time Maximum von Mises Maximum subsurface Maximum subsurface
[s] stress including surface von Mises stress, medial von Mises stress, lateral

maxima condyle condyle
[MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

0 0 0 0

0.0305 70.00 45.09 40.49
0.0610 43.50 40.09 43.50
0.0915 72.11 60.16 32.10
0 . 1 2 2 0 74.60 74.60 40.67
0.1525 85.35 62.91 44.94
0.1830 84.87 64.44 40.22
0.2135 85.78 60.53 35.60
0.2440 83.40 50.61 2 2 . 1 0

0.2745 84.24 64.76 28.65
0.3050 86.07 58.85 30.93
0.3355 84.65 69.07 38.61
0.3660 83.50 73.70 39.91
0.3965 331.60 76.82 46.12
0.4270 334.80 74.70 48.17
0.4575 338.30 72.16 47.41
0.4880 317.30 73.13 40.23
0.5185 316.00 76.73 29.25
0.5490 313.40 79.75 2 0 . 6 8

0.5795 312.60 62.75 15.21
0.6100 311.30 40.23 19.07


